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Resumé 

Formålet med denne kandidatafhandling er at foretage en kritisk diskursanalyse af to sydamerikanske 

præsidenters taler med henblik på en komparativ analyse. Afhandlingen vil behandle Evo Morales’ og Juan 

Peróns diskurser ved hjælp af den britiske lingvist Norman Faircloughs model for kritisk diskursanalyse for 

med et lingvistisk udgangspunkt at sammenligne de to cases. Faircloughs kritiske diskursanalyse antager et 

dialektisk forhold imellem sprog og samfund og vedrører især hvordan diskurser konstrueres af og selv 

medvirker til at konstruere sociale identiteter og relationer i en kontekst af sociale omvæltninger, så 

opgavens fokus ligger på sproglige virkemidler i forbindelse med diskursiv forandring i et dialektisk 

sammenspil med social forandring. Vores valg af metode styrer vores fokus i den forstand, at Faircloughs 

videnskabsteoretiske antagelser bevirker, at diskursanalysen deles op i en behandling af diskursernes tre 

dimensioner: den tekstuelle, som tager udgangspunkt i en række lingvistiske redskaber såsom transitivitet 

og brugen af pronominer, den diskursive praksis, der især omhandler artikulationen af forskellige 

konventionelle eller innovative diskurstyper, der tilsammen skaber en diskursiv blanding med forskellige 

konsekvenser for skabelsen af identiteter som følge, samt den sociale praksis, som teksten og den diskursive 

praksis er en del af.  

 

Analysen har to fokusområder: Effekterne i Evo Morales’ og Juan Peróns diskurser i forbindelse med 

etableringen af identiteter og sociale relationer mellem mennesker, og effekterne af deres diskurser, dvs. 

hvordan deres diskurser bidrager til at ændre sociale relationer i samfundet.  

 

Der argumenteres for, at vores to cases har væsentlige lighedspunkter, idet den diskursive logik, der vedrører 

skabelsen af identiteter og relationer går igen på tværs af tid og rum. 
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Introduction  

When Evo Morales was elected president of Bolivia in 2005, he became the nation’s first 

indigenous president. Morales had since the 1980s been the leader of an indigenous social movement, which 

had its bases in the coca producers’ sindicato unions organization in the Tropic of Cochabamba region. The 

movement’s fight for the rights of coca producers, cocaleros, against the Bolivian government and the USA 

in the brutal War on Drugs in the 1980s and 1990s expanded to a more general demand for change in the 

political system, from which the indigenous part of the population had long been excluded from influence in. 

By the 2000s, the Bolivian governments’ neoliberal reforms and privatization of natural resources were 

causing a growing resentment among the population, which culminated in five years of various violent and 

bloody social conflicts. During this period, a popular nationalist sentiment emerged as a challenge to the 

Bolivian government and elite’s hegemonic power in society, demanding a change to the status quo. Through 

his discourse, Morales sought to reach out to other sectors of society by establishing relations across sectors 

in society and against the elite, thus expanding the indigenous movement’s, and the people’s, influence. 

Morales was elected president of Bolivia in 2005 with a majority of the national vote.  

 

After serving in different government positions during the military administration which in 1943 had staged 

a coup d’etat and ended 13 years of conservative leadership based on the interests of the elite, Juan Perón 

was elected president of Argentina in 1946. The previous decade had been characterized by the 

marginalization of the working class. In the 1930’s, real wages in general declined, so salaries often decreased 

compared to the inflation in real terms, and since the formal labor legislation that did exist only sporadically 

was being enforced, the workers were finding themselves in a highly disadvantageous position in relation to 

their employers (James, 1988, p. 8).  Because political elections were repeatedly rigged, those in favor of 

status quo were virtually untouchable (Berhó, 2000, pp. 65-66). As Secretary of Labor in the military 

government, Perón became involved with labor affairs as he intervened in strikes and made substantial 

legislation favoring the workers at the expense of the elite. During the elections, Perón, already supported 

by powerful social actors such as the military and the Catholic church, by means of his discourse attempted 

to create a close relation to different sectors of society, most significantly to the previously excluded group 

of workers. 

 

Our thesis is a study of linguistics and politics. More specifically, it is a comparative analysis of Morales’ and 

Perón’s discourses. We choose to analysis exactly these two because they are considered important figures 

in Latin American politics, albeit they belong to two different contexts. Morales and Perón each represent 
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different political ideologies, and they are often referred to as representatives of such; Morales as an, 

arguably, left-wing indigenous that has emerged as the spokesman for indigenous Bolivians and Latin 

Americans in the wake of neoliberalism, Perón has become an almost mythical figure whose legacy is a 

political ideology of its own, Peronismo. Acting  in quite diverse societies, during different eras, both Morales 

and Perón have managed to appeal to many people, and both have succeeded in mobilizing masses 

politically. We find it interesting to analyze what identities they have emphasized discursively in order to do 

so. For that, we need a discourse analysis theory that allows us to analyze their discourse in detail while at 

the same time considering the social realities in which they operated.  For this purpose, we have found 

professor of linguistics Norman Fairclough approach to critical discourse analysis useful.  

 

Norman Fairclough is one of the founders of critical discourse analysis as an interdisciplinary approach to 

discourse analysis. His approach stands as one of the most central in critical discourse analysis. Fairclough is 

concerned with discourse as one aspect of social practice, through which we constitute the world (Jørgensen 

& Phillips, 1999, p. 15).  Through this distinction between discursive practice and non-discursive practice, 

Fairclough is concerned with the dialectical relationship between discourse and the world; how power 

relations and social relations are present in discourse, and how discourse in turn contributes to changing the 

world (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 15).   

 

Fairclough’s approach to critical discourse analysis is one of the discourse analysis theories most explicitly 

interested in studying change, more specifically discursive change and its relation to social change (Jørgensen 

& Phillips, 1999, p. 145). Fairclough writes that major social changes ‘over the last few decades’ have not just 

involved language, but have been “constituted to a significant extent by changes in language practices” and 

that this shows a “significant shift in the social functioning of language” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 6).  

In order to analyze this, Fairclough’s approach brings together concrete text analysis, language use as a form 

of social interaction, and language use as a political practice in a framework “suitable for in the study of social 

change.” (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 62, 4).  

In Fairclough’s approach, discourse analysis is not only multidimensional and multifunctional in relation to 

the effects of discourse and discursive change, but also historical in its focus on specific instances of language 

use (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 8-9). Discourse analysis theories in general focus on the construction and 

reconstruction of social meanings constructions and on their historically contingent conditions (Dyrberg, 

Hansen, & Torfing, 2000, p. 10), but Fairclough adds a critical aspect to his approach as well. Namely that 

discourse analysis should  expose the role of discourse in relation to power relations in society and contribute 
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to facilitating more equal power relations in communication processes and in society in general (Jørgensen 

& Phillips, 1999, pp. 75-76).  

Fairclough’s theoretical approach thus allows us to do a close textual, linguistic analysis of discourse samples 

and view them in relation to the social context to which they belong. Furthermore, the detail with which 

Fairclough’s approach treats this relation between discourse and the social context allows us to analyze 

Morales’ and Perón’s discourses in a double perspective: how the social world affects their discourses, and 

how they affect the social world through their discourses. We thus aim to look at how Morales and Perón 

emphasize identities and social relations in their discourse and how their discourses affect society. We 

therefore look at how Morales and Perón, emphasizing identities and social relations between people, affect 

society by contributing to changes in social relations in society.  

We feel that our study will contribute to create an added understanding as to how discursive formations are 

determined by a social context, but also how they contribute to changing the social world. 

 

Problem statement  

Our research questions are the following:  

In a critical discourse analysis perspective, how do Evo Morales and Juan Péron constitute identities and 

social relations through discourse, and how does this signifying of the world contribute to social change?  

 

Chapter overview 

 Our thesis follows a structure based on how we approach answering our research questions. 

The division of chapters is as follows:  

In chapter one we introduce the topic, the cases and the research questions, before presenting the referential 

framework work for the analysis and considering the empirical data. Finally, we discuss some scientific 

theoretical considerations we have in relation to the analyses and our role as researchers.  

In chapter two, we present and discuss our understanding of Fairclough’s theory and the conception of 

identity with which we operate in our analysis.  
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In chapter three, we present our methodological approach for applying the theoretical part to the empirical 

data in order to answer our research questions.  

Chapter four is the actual analysis. It is divided into three parts corresponding to the three dimensions in 

Fairclough’s model: text, discursive practice, and social practice. Under each part, we treat the two cases 

separately in accordance with our methodology, before summing up and comparing our findings.  

Chapter five is our conclusion, in which we compare and discuss our findings. Here we conclude on our 

analysis in relation to our research question.  

Our thesis ends with a list of sources, and the two speeches we analyze are attached in their entirety as an 

appendix.  

 

Referential framework  

Our theoretical and methodological approach for this paper has as its referential framework 

our understanding of Norman Fairclough’s approach to critical discourse analysis. The term critical discourse 

analysis is used for both Fairclough’s approach and for a wider, not coherent movement within discourse 

analysis (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 72). We have chosen Fairclough because we find his approach to 

provide the most elaborate philosophical premises, theoretical methods and methodological guidelines as 

well as specific techniques for doing an analysis.  

Fairclough develops his approach throughout his work, and we have chosen to focus mainly on his 1992 work 

Discourse and Social Change1 because we feel that it is in this one book that he offers the clearest definitions 

and explanations and the best advice on how to do an analysis. Nevertheless, we several times find Fairclough 

not to be explicit in his definitions, and we therefore refer to others of his works as well when we feel that 

these provide definitions that are more elaborate and offer explanations on specific matters. Likewise, we 

also refer to Jørgensen & Phillips’ presentation of Fairclough’s approach2. 

In our conception of identity, we complement with Fink3, who considers identity in general, historical and 

philosophical terms. We do this because we feel that Fairclough lacks a good and operational understanding 

of identity, and because Fink’s relative simplicity allows us to focus on critical discourse analysis and linguistic 

                                                           
1 (Fairclough, 1992) 
2 (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999) 
3 (Fink, 1991) 
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analysis, rather than having to include some complex identity theory. We also feel that Fink’s understanding 

of identity fits well into the theoretical framework Fairclough outlines, and emphasizes a multiplicity of an 

individual’s identities which will be of advantage in our analysis.  

Regarding the social practice-dimension of our analysis, we include various sources that give historical 

descriptions and analyses of society and politics in Argentina and Bolivia in the time of and leading up to the 

discursive events. Explaining the social settings in which the speeches were delivered helps us to analyze 

them better and to understand Morales’ and Perón’s discourses as political practices.  

Among others, we particularly lean on Ph.D. in Government from London School of Economics Sven Harten’s 

recognized work The Rise of Evo Morales and the MAS4 regarding Bolivia. Regarding Argentina, we find 

Professor of History at Duke University Daniel James’ work Resistance and integration: Peronism and the 

Argentine working class, 1946-19765 to be of particularly interest and use.  

 

Empirical data  

 The empirical data that we have chosen for our analysis consists of two political speeches.  

 The first speech is Evo Morales’ inaugural speech from when he assumes office 22nd of January 2006 

after becoming Bolivia’s first indigenous president. He is delivering the speech at the Bolivian 

congress in La Paz to the official Bolivian government and political establishments, foreign heads of 

state, international organizations, and indigenous representatives.  

 

 The second speech is a proclamation by Juan Perón of his candidacy for the Argentinean presidential 

elections in 1946. He is delivering the speech to a crowd on Plaza de La República in Buenos Aires 

12th of February, twelve days before the elections.  

We have chosen to focus on these specific speeches in our analysis for two reasons:  

 We feel that the speeches contain several good examples that are representative of Morales’ and 

Perón’s discourses in a broader sense and in relation to our research question.  

 

                                                           
4 (Harten, 2011) 
5 (James, 1988) 
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 The speeches are significant in that they are from periods that represent milestones in Morales’ and 

Perón’s political projects, respectively: Perón is days away from becoming president of Argentina, 

and Morales has just become president of Bolivia. We are aware that this difference may show itself 

in the speeches: Perón is still campaigning and needs to convince voters, for example by painting a 

picture of his opponents, making promises and present future plans; Morales has already won the 

elections and must now seek to represent all Bolivians, whilst he can now calmly present his political 

visions to a national and international audience. We have chosen not to deal with Perón’s inaugural 

speech6 because we do not feel that it is representative of his discourse in a sense that relates well 

to our research questions; very long and bland, the speech lacks emphasis on Perón’s supporters and 

opponents and references to the divisions in Argentinean society that characterized Perón’s political 

career. We have therefore chosen a speech from his electoral campaign that we feel better 

represents his discourse.  

When looking at both contents and significance, we believe that these are the two speeches that serve our 

research question best. They are also the two speeches that are most easily accessible in full versions from 

several, independent sources. We focus on these two speeches, but also support our arguments by referring 

to other speeches by Morales and Perón. 

Naturally, the two speeches were delivered orally, but we are only concerned with the written 

versions. The texts that we deal with are transcriptions of spoken words. According to Fairclough, 

transcription of speech is necessarily an interpretation of it (Fairclough, 1992, p. 229), which means that we 

have to take into consideration that someone else has already interpreted the data we analyze. However, 

we feel that the foundation for our analysis remains valid for two reasons. Firstly, because Fairclough does 

mention the issue data being interpretations by others but does not reflect upon it, which we understand to 

mean that it is a premise we simply have to accept when doing an analysis. Secondly, the fact that we 

maintain a textual, linguistic focus and do not analyze, for example, pauses and intonation nor any non-verbal 

discourse, makes us confident that the risk of our data being altered to a degree where it could be argued 

that it is no longer valid, is quite low. Of course, we cannot be completely sure of the authenticity of the 

empirical data, and contact with the respective embassies in Denmark has proved fruitless. However, we 

have searched online for other versions of the speeches in order to compare them7, and having made sure 

                                                           
6 The speech can be found in its entirety here: 
http://lanic.utexas.edu/larrp/pm/sample2/argentin/peron/460004t.html. 
7 Perón’s speech can also be found at, for example: 
http://lanic.utexas.edu/larrp/pm/sample2/argentin/peron/460028t.html and 
http://www.peronismoenverdad.com.ar/discursos/discursos-de-peron/12-de-febrero-de-1946/. Morales’s speech can 
also be found at, for example: http://saludpublica.bvsp.org.bo/textocompleto/bvsp/boxp68/discurso-jefes-estado.pdf 

http://lanic.utexas.edu/larrp/pm/sample2/argentin/peron/460004t.html
http://lanic.utexas.edu/larrp/pm/sample2/argentin/peron/460028t.html
http://www.peronismoenverdad.com.ar/discursos/discursos-de-peron/12-de-febrero-de-1946/
http://saludpublica.bvsp.org.bo/textocompleto/bvsp/boxp68/discurso-jefes-estado.pdf
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that the versions we analyze correspond with several others from independent sources, we are confident 

that our data can be considered authentic and eligible for analysis.  

We are aware that we know very little about how the speeches were produced and about the listeners. When 

analyzing the establishment of identities and social relations, the relation between speaker and listener is 

important (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 93). However, we feel that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, 

to consider what Fairclough terms complex ‘processes of text production’ (e.g. who wrote the speeches and 

what were the writing processes) and ‘text consumption’ (e.g. in what manner and how detailed were the 

speeches received, and what were the receiver’s basis for interpreting them) (Fairclough, Discourse and 

Social Change , 1992, pp. 78-80) in a detailed and satisfactory manner, considering the fact that we are 

dealing with political speeches at such a high level and so many years after they were delivered.  In our 

analysis, we have to rely on viewing Morales and Perón as both the ones delivering the speeches, having 

written them (by themselves), and the ones primarily represented by them, and viewing the listeners in a 

more general perspective based on the information the texts give us and presumptions based on sources 

that describe the social context the speeches were delivered in and provide accounts from individuals who 

actually heard the speeches. In our opinion, this is the only way we can compensate for our lack of knowledge 

about these issues. We do not believe that this is criticisable, as Fairclough, when doing analyses himself, 

does not emphasize particularly the sociological aspects of the speaker-listener relation, but maintains a 

textual, linguistic focus (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 93, 102-103).   

 

Scientific theoretical considerations  

 In general, the different approaches in discourse analysis share a social constructivist 

perception that the meaning structures in the world are not given by any essential structuring of the world, 

but are constituted (Dyrberg, Hansen, & Torfing, 2000, pp. 8-9). Language is essential in this regard; not 

merely a means for thinking, language is a prerequisite for it, as language and its concepts determine what 

we are capable of thinking (Rasborg, 2004, pp. 351-352). Language, and the way we use language, is a 

dynamic form of social action involving interaction between people and through which we can affect the 

world around us (Rasborg, 2004, pp. 351-352). Whenever we use language, we do so on the basis of 

historically contingent meaning relations stemming from past language use, but there is room for us to use 

                                                           
and http://discursosparalahistoria.wordpress.com/2010/03/16/evo-morales-discurso-de-investidura/. All versions 
correspond with the versions cited in List of sources and included in Appendix. 

http://discursosparalahistoria.wordpress.com/2010/03/16/evo-morales-discurso-de-investidura/
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language in new ways, to renegotiate the meaning relations (Dyrberg, Hansen, & Torfing, 2000, pp. 8-9; 

Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 144). 

Within this perception, Fairclough argues that discourse is not only constitutive but also constituted by 

something non-discursive, and hereby distinguishes himself from more post-structuralist approaches in 

discourse analysis (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 74). His emphasis on discourse as partly constitutive and its 

relation to social change, however, makes his approach more post-structuralistic than other approaches in 

critical discourse analysis, which tend to view discourse as reproducing an underlying structure (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 1999, p. 103).  

A possible ontological problem in Fairclough’s approach is that he is not specific as to what is discursive and 

what is not, and this may make concrete analysis difficult (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 101-102). We follow 

Jørgensen & Phillips’ advice and consider discourse an analytical tool we as researchers apply to the world in 

order to create a framework for our analysis (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 149). They write: 

”[…] spørgsmålet om afgrænsning afgøres [på denne måde] strategisk i forhold til 

forskningsformålet, således at forskningsformålet afgør den ’afstand’ man indtager i forhold til 

materialet og dermed hvad der kan behandles som en entydig betydningsfastlæggelse.” 

(Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 149), 

and: 

“En enkelt undersøgelse omfatter jo kun en ret begrænset mængde af konkrete diskursive 

udtryk, og for at sige noget meningsfuldt om dem, for eksempel om de bidrager til reproduktion 

eller forandring, så må man holde dem op imod en eller anden baggrund. Man må altså have en 

idé om, hvad det er den konkrete praksis reproducerer eller forandrer – altså om hvilken struktur 

den skal analyseres i forhold til.” (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 145).  

We must therefore define discourse and the background against which we want to analyze it in relation to 

our research questions. In critical discourse analysis terminology, the speeches that we analyze are part of a 

sum of discourses (called the order of discourse) within a particular, defined social domain (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 1999, pp. 145-147). 

We consider each speech representative of a discourse – that of Morales and that of Perón. This allows us to 

look at how Morales and Perón constitute identities and social relations and signify the world in their 

discourses.  
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We also want to analyze the speeches as parts of broad political practices. We therefore establish as social 

domains the national political arenas in Argentinean and Bolivian societies at the time the speeches were 

delivered, respectively. This allows us to see Morales’ and Perón’s discourses as parts of broad political 

practices and relate them, and the effects of discourse that we see in the speeches, to broad social relations 

in society. Given the social domains we have defined and the political character of Morales’ and Perón’s 

discourses’ relation to them, it makes sense to view the speeches as part of national political orders of 

discourse, i.e. the sum of discourses in use at the national level in the political spheres.  

When doing the above, we consider discourses “[…] sociale mønstre af betydningsfastlåsninger, der står i 

ustabile relationer til hinanden. Én diskurs er så én bestemt måde at udlægge verden (eller dele af verden) 

på.” (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 148). This means that discourse, at least to some extent, is something we 

as researchers construct as part of our analysis (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 149-150). Jørgensen & Phillips 

write that our definitions and delimitations of discourse have to be reasonable nonetheless, which is why we 

use secondary literature to point out some of the discourses in play in the social domain while we elaborate 

more in detail in the actual analysis (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 150). Having the social domain as a point 

of departure here and exposing the order of discourse helps us narrowing in on the discourses we want to 

operate with:   

“Diskursordnen er den fælles platform for forskellige diskurser, og diskurserne er de mere 

entydige betydningsmønstre inden for diskursordnen. Med denne ramme kan man så […] 

forsøge at kortlægge de forskellige diskurser” (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 150).  

Furthermore, the orders of discourse and the social domains we place the speeches in are not only frames 

for our analysis; they also constitute discourse. When viewing Morales’ and Perón’s discourses as political 

practices, and with our definition of social change as relating to social relations in society, it makes sense to 

look at how commonly accepted meanings in society affect and are challenged by their discourse. We 

therefore consider the non-discursive to be firmly-cemented meaning constructions (ideology in Fairclough’s 

terminology) that affect and limit discourse in the sense that certain meanings are commonly accepted as 

true and difficult to change.  

 

Our role as researches  

 From the social constructivist view that the meaning structures in the world are constituted 

by discourse follows that reality cannot be reached from a position outside discourse; truth, then, is 
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something within discourse and ultimately comes down to different power structures in one way or another 

(Heede, 2012, p. 44). The purpose of discourse analysis can therefore never be to discover something behind 

discourse, but to analyze patterns in discourse – how discourse presents reality and what social 

consequences this has (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 31).  

As researchers, we become part of the discursive and social practices we analyze, and by analyzing them our 

definitions of discourse affect the construction of identities, social relations and signifying the world 

(Ivertsen, 2008, p. 11). The specific theoretical tools we use affect the perspective we have on our analysis, 

and we interpret based on our perception of reality and our background; therefore, we cannot avoid that 

our interpretation is subjective and that other researchers perhaps would reach a different interpretation 

(Ivertsen, 2008, p. 11). It is important that our own interpretations do not cloud our analysis, and that our 

analyses remain transparent so that the reader is able to follow and assess the processes by which we have 

arrived at our interpretations (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 31-33). This goes in line with Fairclough’s desire 

that the results of a discourse analysis should enable people to become more aware of discourse as a social 

practice, which constitutes and reflects power relations in society (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 100).  

The question of the ‘truth’, or validity, of the product of our analysis, then, is a difficult one (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 1999, p. 32). Critical discourse analysis is not an exact science, and Fairclough writes that “[t]he main 

way of justifying an interpretation is through text analysis, by showing that your interpretation is compatible 

with the features of the text, and more compatible than others.” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 232). By analyzing 

patterns in discourse in relation to changes in society from a certain perspective, we are not claiming that 

our perspective nor interpretations are ‘true’ in that sense, but, rather, expositions of the relation between 

discourse and its effects, and social change.  

 

Theory  

 The following is a discussion of the main aspects and elements of Fairclough’s approach to 

critical discourse analysis and at the same time a presentation of our understanding of Fairclough. We do not 

cover Fairclough’s entire approach nor include all the elements that he lists for doing discourse analysis8, but 

only a selection of aspects and elements, which we feel serve the purpose of our analysis best. This is in 

absolute compliance with Fairclough’s advice (Fairclough, 1992, p. 225).  

                                                           
8 (Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change , 1992, pp. 225-240) 
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Discourse  

 Fairclough’s emphasis in relation to discourse is on language as linguistic text (Fairclough, 

1992, p. 4). He uses the term discourse in two ways.  

Firstly, he considers discourse language use as a form of social practice (Fairclough, 1992, p. 64). Social 

practices are “real instances of people doing or saying or writing things.” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 57). Discourse 

is thus a “mode of action”, a practice not just of representing the world, but a form in which people may act 

upon the world (Fairclough, 1992, p. 63).  

Discourse both constitutes the social world and is constituted by other social practices (Jørgensen & Phillips, 

1999, p. 74). This means that there are social practices and phenomena that are not discursive (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 1999, p. 73).  

Secondly, Fairclough uses the term discourse to refer to a particular, distinguishable class of discourse types9, 

which gives meaning(s) from a particular perspective, so that we may talk about a particular discourse, or 

several different discourses (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 3-5; Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 79). However, Fairclough 

is not clear about the divisions between discourses, and we feel that he often fails to argue convincingly for 

how he can talk about a particular discourse, say, a marketing discourse, in a particular case. Jørgensen & 

Phillips write that a discourse could be seen as a pattern of meanings, i.e. one way of attributing meaning to 

the world, and that a discourse’s boundary is where elements are articulated in such a manner that they no 

longer comply with that way of attributing meaning (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 148). 

 

Effects of discourse 

 According to Fairclough, discourse has three constructive effects:  

 Construction of identities 

 Construction of social relations between people  

 Signifying the world  

(Fairclough, 1992, p. 64) 

                                                           
9 A discourse type can be, for example, a single word and its meanings, manner of using language, expressions, syntax 
at word, sentence or text level, discourses, etc. (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 125-128).  
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These effects support the idea of discourse as an important social practice. In our understanding of 

Fairclough, it is through constructing identities and social relations between people, and thereby attributing 

specific meanings to the world, that discourse affect and may change social structures.   

 

Identity  

 Fairclough writes about the constitution of subjects, but does not have a clear identity 

conception as such. In our analysis, we operate with Fairclough’s idea of the constitution of subjects 

combined with a basic understanding of identity collectively.  

According to Fairclough, commonly accepted meanings (what he calls ideologies) constitute 

subjects (Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change , 1992, p. 87). He shares Foucault’s view of subjects as 

products of discourse10, but criticizes Foucault for not emphasizing sufficiently the fact that this takes place 

within a ‘constituted, material reality with pre-constituted social subjects’ (Fairclough, 1992, p. 60). While we 

construct identities through discourse, the historical and social context always presents us with certain 

identities and ways to interpret them.   

Fairclough also criticizes the Althusserian interpellation of subjects11 for not emphasizing sufficiently the 

capacity of people to act against these constraints (Fairclough, 1992, p. 91). The identities presented to us by 

the social context and other social structures might limit our discourse, but people do have a relatively free 

will to act against and try to change these identities.   

 We combine the above with a basic understanding of identity. In order for individuals or 

groups to have some kind of identity or relation, they must be aware of a ‘sameness’ between them (Mangler 

reference fra Fink). There are then three types of identity an individual can have (Fink, 1991, pp. 205-206):  

- Identity towards oneself, as being a unique individual distinct from any other individual 

- Identity towards a particular group of individuals  

- Identity towards individuals that are similar in specific aspects, as opposed to individuals who are 

different in these aspects.  

Any individual thus has a number of distinct and sometimes conflicting identities; inextricably connected to 

the differences they emphasize (Fink, 1991, p. 218). Some identities may be thought of as original, 

                                                           
10 (Heede, 2012, p. 83) 
11 (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 25) 
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unchangeable and unalienable, while others may be thought of as constructed and something that can 

change (Fink, 1991, pp. 204-205). An individual’s identities do not form any synthesis; rather, any individual 

has a variety of different identities, which may be felt, expressed or emphasized in different manners in 

different contexts (Fink, 1991, pp. 218, 215-216): “[I]dentitet er det man objektivt er, men også det man 

subjektivt føler sig som, og det man mere eller mindre ideologisk, stereotypt og klichéagtigt stemples som 

eller stempler sig selv som.” (Fink, 1991, p. 205).  

According to Fink, two or more individuals are never entirely identical or different; it is emphasizing a 

‘sameness’ between them which establishes an identity that unites them (Fink, 1991, p. 212). In society, for 

example, several imagined communities12  exist, and through discourse we may emphasize, change or create 

identities across other identities, across groups of people. This may be done, for example, by emphasizing 

one identity over another, distancing one identity from another, or establishing an identity between 

individuals that are considered different. Discourse thus closely relates to identities and social relations 

between people, and this is how we see the effects of discourse.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12 We use the words of Benedict Anderson to mean a community that is “imagined because the members […] will 
never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image 
of their communion.” (Anderson, 2007, p. 256).  
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The three-dimensional model  

Fairclough illustrates his conception of discourse using a three-dimensional model:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change , 1992, p. 73) 

The model shows the three-dimensional nature of discourse. A discursive event (an instance of language use) 

has three dimensions: language (text), discursive practice (language use), and social practice (language as a 

social practice) (Fairclough, 1992, p. 4). In our case, the speeches are the texts, the delivering of them the 

discursive practice, and the discourses they represent the social practice.  

All three dimensions have to be considered when doing an analysis (Fairclough, 1992, p. 72). The divisions 

between them may sometimes seem unclear, and Fairclough suggest including topics under the dimension 

to which they seem more appropriate, in relation to the analysis and the research questions (Fairclough, 

1992, pp. 73-74).  

 

Text 

Discursive practice 

Social practice 
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Text dimension  

 The text dimension concerns analyzing formal textual features: “ Ved at lave en detaljeret 

analyse af teksternes egenskaber med bestemte redskaber kan man kortlægge hvordan diskurserne 

iværksættes tekstuelt, og man kan dermed nå frem til [at] understøtte sin fortolkning.” (Jørgensen & Phillips, 

1999, pp. 94-95).  

Through textual analysis, we want to show the effects of discourse of establishing identities and social 

relations. There exist a number of analytical tools for textual analysis13, and we have chosen to focus on 

three. These are:  

 Word meaning – What meanings are attributed to central words? What are the reasons for doing so, 

and what are the effects? Fairclough writes that we always face certain ways to use words and certain 

ways to interpret them. By attributing new meaning to a word, for example democracy, we open for 

new ways to understand it, and new ways to identify ourselves and establish relations to other 

people through it (Fairclough, 1992, p. 185).  

 

 Transitivity – We look at how transitivity is used: Who is being favored in the texts, when and why 

are active and passive voices used, how is causality expressed and responsibility attributed?  

 

Agent-patient   

Active-passive voice  

Hvilke processer tillægges agent og patient  

 

 Use of pronouns: How are pronouns used in the texts? What are the reasons for how they are used, 

and what are the effects?  

 

Discursive practice-dimension  

 The discursive practice-dimension involves ways in which the text is produced and ways in 

which it is interpreted (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 93). In our analysis, we maintain a textual, linguistic 

                                                           
13 Fairclough lists a number of analytical tools (Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change , 1992, pp. 234-237). Word 
meaning and transitivity are two of them.  
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focus and identify which discourses the texts draw upon, by looking at interdiscursivity (Jørgensen & Phillips, 

1999, p. 93).  

 

Interdiscursivity  

 In Fairclough’s approach, the term intertextuality refers to the fact that texts exist in an 

intertextual network in which they constantly draw upon each other, and that all discursive events draw upon 

previous events; you can never avoid using words others have used before you (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 101-

102).  

A particular form of intertextuality is interdiscursivity, which is the articulation of discourses across different 

orders of discourse (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 84). The order of discourse is the sum of all discourses 

being used in a social domain (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 83; Fairclough, 1992, p. 124). The order of 

discourse holds the discourse types available for use in discursive practices and as such limits what people 

can say (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 83). It is not a language system in a structuralist sense that language 

merely reflects it; it is shaped by language use (Fairclough, 1992, p. 63). Fairclough writes that an order of 

discourse consists of elements that are ‘extremely diverse’ and difficult to distinguish, but in his work, he is 

not consistent in how many distinguishable discourse types he operates with and seems to change his 

approach depending on his analytical purposes (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 80). We follow his advice and 

simply use the general term ‘discourse type’ (Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change , 1992, pp. 124-125).  

In our analysis, we want to find examples of innovative language use, which uses discourse types belonging 

to other orders of discourse and/or use new combinations of discourse types (Fairclough, Discourse and 

Social Change , 1992, p. 97).  

Interdiscursivity concerns the relationship between discourse and the order of discourse; by drawing upon 

orders of discourse belonging to other social domains, discourse may challenge dominant power relations in 

society that surround it, while conventional language use tends to reproduce the order of discourse and 

contributes to supporting power relations (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 85; Fairclough, 1992, p. 97). 

Innovative language use is therefore a sign of and a driving force for social change (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, 

p. 84).  
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Social practice-dimension  

 The social practice-dimension concerns relating the discursive practice to social relations 

surrounding and affecting it, and to the broad social practice, of which it is part (Fairclough, Discourse and 

Social Change , 1992, p. 237; Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 98).   

Social structures determine what people can say and do in particular social contexts. The order 

of discourse is a social structure, but so are social relations, systems of classification, norms, conventions, 

and ideology (Fairclough, 1992, p. 64; Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 77). Ideology is firmly-cemented meaning 

constructions “generated within power relations as a dimension of the exercise of power and struggle over 

power” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 67). In our understanding of Fairclough, a discourse may be ideologically 

‘invested’ and ‘reinvested’ in specific ways (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 67, 89). A number of ideologies are typically 

present in a social domain. Ideology is most powerful when it has been naturalized and seen as ‘common 

sense’ (Fairclough, 1992, p. 87).  For example, the order of discourse in a society may be so heavily invested 

with racism that this is no longer evident but ‘hidden’ as ‘common sense’; people may not even be aware of 

the racism in their discursive practices or the fact that they contribute to the exclusion of other social groups 

in society (Fairclough, 1992, p. 90). Because ideology may affect discourse in this way, we consider it non-

discursive.  

Sources describing Argentinean and Bolivian societies at the time the speeches were delivered help us show 

what social structures are dominant in the social domains.  

We can then look at discourse as a social practice. According to Fairclough, discourse is an ideological, and 

thereby political, practice. It is an ideological practice in the sense that it "constitutes, naturalizes, sustains 

and changes significations of the world from diverse positions in power relations” and a political practice in 

the sense that it "establishes, sustains and changes power relations” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 67). Discourse is 

thus not only a site of power struggle but also a political means in power struggles (Fairclough, 1992, p. 67). 

For discourse to change ideology, a long process of naturalization in which the ‘new’ gradually becomes 

ordinary is required (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 97-98). Analysis should therefore focus on the ideological struggles 

in discursive practices rather than the ideologies per se (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 87-88). We therefore look at 

how ideology shows itself in the speeches and how Morales and Perón are challenging ideological meanings, 

for example through interdiscursivity and by attributing new meanings to words. 

There is a possible operationalization problem in Fairclough’s approach, though, in that he seems to suggest 

that not all discourse is ideological, whilst at the same time arguing that discourse is ideological in so far as it 
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contributes to “sustaining or restructuring power relations”, but what discursive practice does not do this 

some extent? (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, p. 86; Fairclough, 1992, p. 91). To us it makes more sense to talk 

about how and to what extent ideology is being emphasized. This also makes it easier when doing an analysis. 

At societal level, discourse may be part of a hegemonic struggle. Fairclough draws upon Gramsci’s conception 

of hegemony and ‘common sense’, that the dominant social class projects its ideologies to the rest of society 

through broad processes of constant meanings negotiations (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 87-88; 

Fairclough, 1992, p. 92). By emphasizing meaning constructions opposing the hegemonic order, discourse 

challenges it (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 87-88).  

 

Method  

Fairclough writes that “there is no set procedure for doing discourse analysis; people approach 

it in different ways according to the specific nature of the project, as well as their own views of discourse.” 

(Fairclough, 1992, p. 225). Our methodology is based on his ‘general guidelines’14 for doing an analysis as a 

practical application of our understanding of his theoretical approach. We also lean on the structure 

Jørgensen & Phillips provide in their example analysis.15 

To answer our research questions, we look at Morales’ and Perón’s discourses in order to see 

how they emphasize identities and social relations through them. We view their discourses in relation to the 

social domains to which they belong. We look at how their emphasizing identities and social relations relate 

to their discourses as parts of social practices and contribute to changes in social relations in society. 

We use the comparative element of our analysis to examine our assumption that there are similarities 

between Morales’ and Perón’s emphasis on identities and social relations in their discourses as well as 

similarities in the way these effects of their discourses contribute to changes in social relations in society. In 

our analysis, we treat the two cases as two separate analyses and compare our findings after the analysis. 

Our analysis is divided into three parts; discursive practice, text, and social practice: 

 At discursive practice-level, we look at in which ways Morales and Perón in their articulations draw 

upon discourse types belonging to other orders of discourse when emphasizing identities and social 

                                                           
14 (Fairclough, 1992, pp. 225-240) 
15 (Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999, pp. 88-101) 
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relations between people. We are interested in how they draw on conventional and innovative 

language use to emphasize identities and social relations. We analyze what are the conditions for 

Morales and Perón to draw upon discourse types belonging to other orders of discourse, and what 

are the conditions for the listener to interpret and relate to them. We want to show to what extent 

language use supports the effects of discourse of constructing identities, establishing social relations 

between people, and we expect to show a relatively high degree of interdiscursivity in the texts, 

which in our understanding of Fairclough indicates a high probability for social change (Fairclough, 

1992, p. 102). 

 

 At text level, we use the linguistic analytical tools word meaning, transitivity and use of pronouns in 

relation to establishing an ‘us’ and ‘them’ to look at how Morales and Perón emphasize and use 

identities and social relations between people in their speeches. We look at how Morales and Perón 

use identities and social relations to challenge social structures and to what extent they use 

innovative language use to do so.  

 

 At social practice-level, we view discourse as a social practice. We expose the social settings in which 

the discursive events take place by looking at which political players are prominent in the national 

political spheres and what power relations (i.e. institutional, economic and socio-cultural conditions 

and relations) are in play in society. This allows us to map some of the social structures that affect 

discourse and point out some of the political discourses in play in the social domains. We are 

particularly interested in which ways ideological meanings affect discourse and how Morales and 

Perón attribute specific ideological meanings to words as a means to challenge social structures. We 

can then look at how the effects of Morales’ and Perón’s discourses of signifying the world relates to 

their discourses as parts of broad social practices in a hegemonic struggle in society.  

 

Finally, we sum up our findings and compare the two cases.  

 

Delimitations  

The scope of our analysis is delimited by a number of factors.  

Firstly, it is delimited by our choice of theory. We operate solely within the framework of Fairclough’s 

approach to critical discourse analysis and do not consider any other discourse analysis theory. This means 
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that our analytical approach to the speeches we analyze is shaped by Fairclough’s multidimensional 

framework and conception of discourse. The perspectives through which we view our data are necessarily 

shaped by the theory, as are the analytical processes we apply to our data.  

We combine our theoretical framework with a very basic understanding of identity in order to not operate 

within two frameworks and because we this way can focus on our understanding of Fairclough. Fairclough’s 

dimensional model gives us a double perspective on identity, textual and discursive practice, and our results 

are shaped by this. We analyze how identity is constructed both in close textual analysis and in relation to 

the social setting in which we place it.  

The nature of the social-practice dimension is the basis for our analysis and for answering our research 

questions. The delimitations we have set for the social-practice dimension affect our analysis in how we view 

discourse in its social setting and how we relate it to changes in the social setting. We have chosen the social-

practice dimension and understanding of social change we have based on the nature of our research 

questions. In sum, our findings cannot be considered absolute answers.  

Our analysis is further delimited by our choice of empirical data. We are only concerned with language in the 

form of text and chose to look at one speech in each of the two cases. We argue that these two speeches are 

representative of the discourses we analyze, but our results are shaped by the fact that we analyze these 

particular speeches. Fairclough’s theoretical model delimits us to looking at specific discursive events, which 

is why we only treat the cases in the time of and leading up to the speeches. 

 

Analysis 

In the following we conduct our analysis. It is divided into three parts corresponding to the 

three dimensions in Fairclough’s model: discursive practice, text, and social practice. Under discursive 

practice, we look at interdiscursivity. Under text, we perform a close textual analysis in which we look at 

word meaning, transitivity, and the use of pronouns in relation emphasizing ‘we’ and ‘they’. Under social 

practice, we view Morales’ and Perón’s discourses as parts of broad social practices.  
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Discursive practice 

Morales  

Indigenous and family discourses 

In the text Morales several times uses discourse types belonging to an indigenous domain. He uses 

these discourse types in juxtapositions with others so that he is emphasizing dualities: usually one of 

indigenous civilization/Western(ized) civilization, but also one of formality/informality. For example, when 

he says:  

“Señor Presidente del Congreso señor Alvaro García Linera; presidentes Jefes de Estado presentes 

acá, muchas gracias por su presencia; organismos internacionales; ex presidentes; al Congreso 

Nacional; a la Corte Suprema de Justicia; a los hermanos y hermanas de los pueblos indígenas 

de América, muchas gracias por su presencia.  

A todo el pueblo boliviano, saludar desde acá, agradecer a la vida por darme la vida, agradecer 

a mis padres –que en paz descansen-, convencido que siguen conmigo ayudándome; agradecer 

a Dios, a la Pachamama, por haberme dado esta oportunidad para conducir el país. A todos ellos 

muchas gracias. Gracias a ellos estoy donde estoy, y gracias al movimiento popular, al 

movimiento indígena de Bolivia y de América.” (Appendix, p. 17) 

‘Pachamama’, an Andean indigenous deity, clearly belongs to an indigenous domain, and is here placed in a 

juxtaposition with the Christian God (‘agradecer a Dios, a la Pachamama’).  

Later, when arguing that there is no need for Bolivia to adopt foreign political ideas, Morales says: 

“Las organizaciones sociales, los consejos de amautas que admiro muchísimo, en el Altiplano 

paceño, esos sindicatos del campo y de la ciudad, esa organizaciones llamadas capitanías en el 

Oriente boliviano, son el reservorio de conocimientos, el reservorio de conocimientos científicos 

de la vida para defender a la vida, para salvar humanidad. Se trata de coger de esas 

organizaciones para implementar políticas y no se trata de imponer políticas al servicio de grupos 

de poder en Bolivia o en el exterior.” (Appendix, p. 25) 

‘Amauta’ was a title for the teachers of the Incan high class and is still used in Andean indigenous 

communities to refer to an old and wise person who exercises moral authority and certain leadership skills. 

‘Capitanías’ are traditional organizational structures in the Bolivian Chaco, which constitute the political 
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structure that represents the interests of the Guaraní indigenous communities (Inter-American Commission 

on Human Rights). Describing the right political path for Bolivia, Morales is stressing political organization of 

the social organizations and sindicatos, but also addressing a much wider indigenous alliance (from the 

Altiplano to the Chaco) and emphasizing an ancient indigenous way of doing things (‘amautas’); these 

organizations are the “reservoir of scientific knowledge of life and how to defend life and save humanity”16. 

Along the same line of thought, Morales later explains how the new government will be moral and not 

corrupt, by following an old Inca code: “Queremos gobernar con esa ley que nos han dejado nuestros 

antepasados, el ama sua, ama llulla, ama quella, no robar, no mentir, ni ser flojo, esa es nuestra ley.” 

(Appendix, p. 36). Implicitly implying the code is superior to existing (Western) laws, he again emphasizes the 

indigenous people, with: ‘esa es nuestra ley’ which we have been given by ‘nuestros antepasados’. In the 

previous quote above, however, with “se trata de coger de esas organizaciones” we believe that Morales 

knows it is unrealistic to limit the movement to an exclusively indigenous way of doing things when wanting 

to be politically successful, but that this is indeed the foundation of it. This is supported by the fact that he 

repeatedly stresses his respect and admiration and desire to live in coexistence with all of Bolivian society17.  

Several times Morales refers to his indigenous ‘brothers and sisters’, using discourse types 

from an everyday domain18. If we look at the first quote above, we find a reference to the followers of the 

indigenous movement in each paragraph: first, “los hermanos y hermanas de los pueblos indígenas de 

América”, and second, “[el] movimiento popular, [el] movimiento indígena de Bolivia y de América”. The first 

paragraph is overall more formal in its salutations than the second, but it is in that one that Morales uses the 

term ‘brothers and sisters’, creating a duality of formality/informality and juxtaposing the official Bolivian 

government establishment with the more familial indigenous community. In this way Morales distinguishes 

indigenous people and civilization from formal Bolivian society, and further emphasizes an indigenous 

alliance as well as the more familiar style of political negotiation common in indigenous communities, the 

assembly, using a family metaphor to play on ethnicity.  

We argue that Morales is emphasizing a common indigenous identity over a more “Western(ized)”, or at 

least non-indigenous, one, while at the same time including all Bolivians in his political view. Morales’ 

juxtaposing indigenous religiousness with Christianity, and foreign political ideas and government corruption 

with wise and moral Incan conduct is a way to both emphasize the indigenous aspect of his movement and 

to distance it from his opponents. Even though he is talking about a broad political alliance emphasizing 

                                                           
16 In the text, Morales also calls the indigenous people “la reserva moral de la humanidad” (Appendix, p. 18).  
17 (Appendix, pp. 18, 19, 20, 23, 25, 26) 
18 (Appendix, pp. 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35) 
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ethnicity and shared history, he is vague as to who exactly his opponents are. The most important thing for 

Morales is seems to be that politics in Bolivia no longer just serve the interests ‘grupos de poder en Bolivia o 

en el exterior’.    

 

Left-wing revolutionary discourse  

Morales often uses mercantile and economic discourse types common in a left-wing revolutionary 

discourse. For example, when he gives the listener the image of the ‘people’ and the ‘country’ being treated 

as a commodity:   

“La forma de cómo engañar al pueblo, la forma de cómo subastar al pueblo. Nos dejaron un país 

loteado, un Estado loteado, un país subastado.” (Appendix, p. 20) 

He uses a similar metaphor when explaining how the state has been taken over by a neoliberal economic 

model and the ‘people’ is being exported as a product:  

“Después de escuchar el informe de las comisiones de transición, he podido ver como el Estado 

no controla al Estado, sus instituciones. Una dependencia total, como hemos visto en lo 

económico, un país transnacionalizado. Su pretexto de capitalización sólo ha descapitalizado al 

país. Su pretexto de capitalización, entiendo que hay que importar el capital en vez de exportar 

el capital. Sólo se exporta el capital y sólo se exporta ahora como producto de esas políticas de 

capitalización, al ser humano.” (Appendix, pp. 20-21)  

Here we also find economic discourse types, such as ‘transnacionalizado’, ‘capitalización’, ‘descapitalizar’, 

‘importar’, ‘exportar’, ‘capital’, and ‘producto’.  

It is characteristic for a left-wing revolutionary discourse that ‘the nation’ or something pertaining to it have 

been ‘sold’ to capitalism at the expense of ‘the people’ and to the benefit of ‘oligarchs’ or an elite only 

interested in profit and self-interests. We argue that Morales draws upon this discourse in a populist manner 

to create an identity of ‘the people’ against a colonialist, neoliberal state and economic model. However, the 

colonial state and who constitutes it is not clearly defined. This goes in line with our arguments above.   

 

Military discourse 

Morales also uses military discourse types, in the metaphor ‘este parlamento será el ejército’:  
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“Yo estoy convencido; si este nuevo Parlamento que es producto de las luchas sociales responde 

al pueblo boliviano, este Parlamento será el ejército de la liberación nacional; este Parlamento 

será el ejército de la lucha por la segunda independencia.” (Appendix, p. 27)  

Morales is using this metaphor in a colonialist context; that parliament will be an army for national liberation, 

the second independence. This fits well with his idea of a 500-year struggle. The future tense of the verb ‘ser’ 

in combination with a subordinate clause started with the conjunction ‘si’ indicates a high affinity by Morales 

that this is indeed what will happen (Jensen, 2008, p. 231). Furthermore, the fact that this is on the condition 

that parliament respond to the Bolivian people suggests that Morales is placing a responsibility on the 

listeners to be part of his 500-year struggle. We see this popular, figuratively violent fight for liberation and 

independence as a characteristic of a populist discourse, which seeks to dichotomize society, as it is hard not 

to be for national liberalization and independence without being seen as against it.   

 

Colonialist discourse types  

Morales frequently uses discourse types from a colonialist order of discourse. He uses the idea of 

colonialism and colonialist discourse types to establish a historical time frame of reference for the indigenous 

movement. This is evident when he talks about “500 años de saqueo a nuestros recursos naturales” 

(Appendix, p. 23), “500 años de resistencia indígena” (Appendix, p. 18) and his being elected president as 

part of a “campaña de 500 años” (Appendix, p. 18), but we also find other discourse types belonging to a 

colonialist order of discourse, for example:  

“No es posible que algunos sigan buscando cómo saquear, explotar, marginar. No sólo nosotros 

queremos vivir bien, seguramente algunos tienen el derecho a vivir mejor, tienen todo el derecho 

de vivir mejor, pero sin explotar, sin robar, sin humillar, sin someter a la esclavitud.” (Appendix, 

p. 19) 

 

Legal and racialized discourse types 

Within Morales’ historical time frame of reference, we see several examples of discourse types 

belonging to a legal order of discourse. For example: 

“Estos pueblos, históricamente hemos sido marginados, humillados, odiados, despreciados, 

condenados a la extinción. Esa es nuestra historia; a estos pueblos jamás los reconocieron como 
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seres humanos, siendo que estos pueblos son dueños absolutos de esta noble tierra, de sus 

recursos naturales.” (Appendix, p. 17) 

We can observe that the terms ‘condenar’ and ‘dueño’ derive from a legal order of discourse. The noun 

‘dueño’ reinforces the people as absolute owners of the noble land and its resources; again referring 

implicitly to the struggle against colonialism.  

Regarding racialized discourse types, Morales makes the comparison: “Bolivia parece Sudáfrica” (Appendix, 

p. 18). By doing so, he inscribes the indigenous movement in a much broader struggle against oppression and 

colonization with clear racialized tones. He continues in the same paragraph: 

“Quiero decirles, para que sepa la prensa internacional, a los primeros aymaras, quechuas que 

aprendieron a leer y escribir, les sacaron los ojos, les cortaron las manos para que nunca más 

aprendan a leer, escribir. Hemos sido sometidos, ahora estamos buscando cómo resolver ese 

problema histórico, no con venganzas, no somos rencorosos.  

Y quiero decirles sobre todo a los hermanos indígenas de América concentrados acá en Bolivia: 

la campaña de 500 años de resistencia indígena-negro-popular no ha sido en vano; la campaña 

de 500 años de resistencia indígena popular empezada el año 1988, 1989, no ha sido en vano.  

Estamos acá para decir basta a la resistencia. De la resistencia de 500 años a la toma del poder 

para 500 años, indígenas, obreros, todos los sectores para acabar con esa injusticia, para acabar 

con esa desigualdad, para acabar sobre todo con la discriminación, opresión donde hemos sido 

sometidos como aymaras, quechuas, guaraníes.” (Appendix, p. 18) 

Morales connects the suffering of the indigenous people under Spanish colonial rule (‘a los primeros aymaras, 

quechuas’ and ’hemos sido sometidos’) with a broader, international system of racist oppression represented 

by South Africa in the comparison. The racialized order of discourse is further emphasized with the terms 

‘desigualdad’, ‘discriminación’ and ‘opresión donde hemos sido sometidos como aymaras’. Morales 

frequently talks in terms of ‘indigenous people of the world’19 and it is clear that he here places himself and 

the indigenous movement (‘resistencia indígena popular empezada el año 1988, 1989’20) in a broader, 

                                                           
19 For example: His victory being “un nuevo milenio para todos los pueblos del mundo” (Morales, 2006, January 21); 
and when speaking on behalf of “los pueblos indígenas del mundo” (Morales, 2006, September 19).  
20 The period when the indigenous movement under Morales started to establish a political branch of the movement, 
and when the War on Drugs and Morales’ fight for the cocaleros entered a more violent phase. 
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international struggle (as seen by the racialized discourse type ‘negro’ in ‘resistencia indígena-negro-

popular’).  

Taking another example, we see how legal and racialized discourse types are used in combination:  

“Esa es la vocación democrática del pueblo boliviano. Inclusive también quiero decirles, pese a 

la depuración injusta, ilegal depuración que aplicaron desde la Corte Nacional Electoral, señores 

miembros de la Corte Nacional Electoral, no traten de llevar a un crimen a la democracia. No se 

hace eso. Acá se trata de fortalecer a la democracia, hay tantos documentos que siguen llegando 

de cómo ilegalmente se ha depurado. No importa, pese a esas depuraciones el pueblo boliviano 

ha demostrado que hay una vocación democrática para cambiar en democracia la situación 

económica, social de nuestro país.” (Appendix, p. 24) 

Here we see discourse types belonging to a legal order of discourse, such as ‘injusto’, ‘ilegal’, ‘crimen’. Here 

Morales is talking about the fact that the National Electoral Court successfully excluded the first two 

indigenous movement political parties from entering politics (Harten, 2011, pp. 84-86), it ‘purged’ the 

political scene of them. ‘Depurar’, ‘depuración’, however, also have the meaning to cleanse, to purify, 

suggesting racist discrimination.  

 

Indigenista discourse 

We see a more traditional, ancestral indigenismo in Morales’ speech. Morales’ ascension to power is 

part of a revolution that does not start now, but is a continuation of the struggle of the ancestors 

(represented by Túpac Katari21) and non-indigenous leaders who ‘recover the struggle for equality and the 

integration between peoples’ (represented by Che Guevara22) (Félix, 2007, p. 186). Referring to himself in 

the third person, Morales is comparing himself to Túpac Katari, the indigenous activists leader who was killed 

fighting the Spaniards in the 18th century:  

“En marzo del año pasado, en esta Plaza Murillo querían hacer colgar a Evo Morales, querían 

descuartizar a Evo Morales.” (Appendix, p. 18) 

                                                           
21 (Appendix, p. 16) 
22 (Appendix, p. 16) 
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Túpac Katari was quartered by the Spaniards. He is one of the ‘martyrs of liberation’ for whom Morales begins 

his speech by asking one minute of silence for23. The verb is in the third person plural (‘querían’) and we have 

no known subject from context and cannot know who ‘they’ are. The present moment is part of a 500-year 

long struggle, as we see in the speech with “la continuidad de la lucha de Túpac Katari” (Appendix, p. 17), but 

it is also a break with the past: “De la resistencia de 500 años a la toma del poder para 500 años” (Appendix, 

p. 17). Félix writes that this represents a new historical moment in which “el movimiento indígena y otros 

sectores sociales toman el poder colectivamente para comenzar un nuevo ciclo caracterizado por la 

movilización permanente para acabar con la desigualdad, la discriminación y la opresión.” (Félix, 2007, p. 

187). Morales’ comparison with Túpac Katari and the Spanish colonizers creates an image of Morales as a 

martyr dying for the course in a historical fight.  

 

Perón 

Labor discourse  

In the text, we can identify several examples of Perón addressing who we argue to be his ‘ideal hearer’ 

(Fairclough, 1989, pp. 178-179): the worker. He repeatedly uses the language of workers, i.e. terms and 

expressions that derive from a labor order of discourse, for example when he says: 

 “[…] estamos abriendo el surco y sembrando la semilla de una Patria libre […]” (Appendix, p. 2). 

The nouns surco, semilla and the verb sembrar belong to a labor order of discourse and specify manual, 

agricultural work. Perón uses a metaphorical labor discourse to compare a desirable political development 

to this particular type of rural, unskilled labor. The verbal periphrases estar abriendo, estar sembrando 

furthermore emphasize a process that is taking place here and now. It is no coincidence that Perón specifies 

this type of labor, as it would be natural to assume that he addresses particularly the large number of people 

who had migrated from the interior, from rural poorer provinces in the 1930’s and early 1940’s to the 

industrial plants of the expanding urban centers of the Greater Buenos Aires area (James, 1988, p. 8). These 

migrants had previously been accustomed to agricultural labor and so would be able to identify with this way 

of talking.  

The articulation of discourse types that belong to the domain of work and the hybridity of the categories of 

work and politics, we would argue, constitute a pattern within Perón’s discourse. Similar use of terms that 

                                                           
23 (Appendix, p. 16) 
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derive from an agricultural order of discourse like that presented above can be found throughout Perón’s 

speeches during this period in reference often to very different themes. For instance, speaking to a crowd on 

Plaza de Mayo in Buenos Aires, Perón characterized the reforms he had established as Secretary of Labor as 

“la siembra de la simiente que había de cristalizar y florecer a lo largo de[l] trabajo y sudor argentino” (Perón, 

1949, May 1) and in 1952 he referred to a particular ‘planting of well-being’: “Las divisas […] van al pueblo en 

nuestra siembra permanente de bienestar” (Berhó, 2000, p. 74). 

“Una tempestad de odio se ha desencadenado contra los “descamisados” que sólo piden ganarse 

honradamente la vida y poder sentirse libres de la opresión patronal y de todas las fuerzas 

oscuras o manifiestas que respaldan sus privilegios” (Appendix, p. 4) . 

Perón on several occasions addresses the workers (for instance as: los trabajadores (Appendix, p.  1), los 

hombres de trabajo (Appendix, p. 2), la clase trabajadora (Appendix, p.  4), las masas de trabajadores que me 

acompañan (Appendix, p.  7), la población asalariada (Appendix, p. 8), and in the above example he employs 

the expression ‘los descamisados’ in reference to his supporters, a term originally used derogatorily by 

socialist and conservative newspapers in their accounts of Perón’s followers who were accused of insulting 

and mocking appropriately dressed people and criticized for violating legally established and enforced norms 

of fashion which authorized the use of a jacket in public places. Instead of challenging these representations, 

the term was used for the first time by Perón in public on 15 December 1945 when he argued it should be 

seen as an honor to wear a simple shirt instead of a fancy jacket, and this appropriation, this example of 

Perón inverting the representational significance of the expression, contributed to provide the Peronists with 

a powerful symbol of their movement. (Milanesio, 2010, pp. 63-64). Whereas the opposition emphasized 

these people’s scruffiness and inability to adapt to urban life and follow the rules of etiquette, Peronists saw 

worn-out clothing as a proof of the marginalization of the workers (Milanesio, 2010, p. 65). 

The extent to which Perón made use of the domain of work in his discourse has been well documented for 

example in a 2000 study by Deborah Berhó which serves our purpose as it shows that, apart from agriculture, 

Perón would often specify another type of manual labor – construction – frequently through such verbs as 

construir and levantar (Berhó, 2000, p. 73). By comparing and contrasting metaphors found in Buenos Aires 

society in the ten years preceding Perón’s presidential victory in 1946 with his speeches during the first six 

years as president, the study concludes that the metaphor ‘politics is work’ was indeed not present in popular 

publications prior to Perón’s presidency but was created by Perón to help establish a new identity for 

workers, so accustomed to political and social exclusion, dignifying their status by making work an honorable 

activity rather than something to be looked down upon (Berhó, 2000, p. 67). The metaphor, Berhó argues, 

was part of a discourse through which Perón, among other things, attempted to transmit the idea that the 
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improvements experienced by workers concerning labor rights and the condition of the workers during the 

military administration, which governed Argentina 1943-1945, were all tied to his own personal actions as 

Secretary of Labor, and, by creating a narrative with himself as a common man with the language of any other 

worker, he contributed to create a feeling of togetherness and pride through this identity. Rather than 

drawing on a labor order of discourse as a means to constitute material benefits, Perón thus attempted to 

create intangible benefits. (Berhó, 2000, p. 74).  

Continuously, we argue that the combination of elements of traditional political discourse with labor 

discourses is an example of innovative use of interdiscursivity and can be seen as an attempt to modify the 

established order of political discourse. Rather than just reproducing traditional political discourses, Perón 

challenges degrading elite notions of workers as descamisados (as well as grasitas, cabecitas negras, etc.) by 

suggesting that the workers should feel proud about what they stand for. The importance of such a discursive 

formation of a labor identity shouldn’t be underestimated. As the British historian Daniel James (1988, p. 40) 

has noted: “For the mass of Perón’s working-class support formal social policies and economic benefits were 

important but not finally definitive of Peronism’s import. Peronism was, perhaps, most enduringly for them 

a vision of a more decent society in which they recognized for themselves a vital role, a vision couched in a 

language with which they could identify”. 

 

Biblical discourse 

Throughout the text, from the first sentence, Perón repeatedly uses biblical symbolism, 

particularly to define his own and his supporters’ morals - as well as his opponents’ lack thereof. 

“Llego a vuestra presencia con la emoción que me produce sentirme confundido entre este mar 

humano de conciencias honradas; de estas conciencias de criollos auténticos que no se doblan 

frente a las adversidades, prefieren morir de hambre antes que comer el amargo pan de la 

traición” (Appendix, p. 1) 

Referring to the bread given to the traitor Judas Iscariot by Jesus, Perón in the above example uses a biblical 

discourse type to characterize his supporters as he establishes their distinctiveness through a specification 

of what they oppose. By establishing that his followers would rather sacrifice their lives than fail to follow 

what they know deep down to be the right path, he creates an image of a steadfast, unflinching Argentine 

people with its dignity wholly intact, and so empowers it. Conversely, since the biblical discourse type draws 
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a clear line between what characterizes good and evil (you either accept or reject the bread), Perón’s 

adversaries are essentially presented as weak-willed, faint-hearted conspirators. 

“[…] quiero también dejar de lado a los resentidos, a cuantos creyéndose seres excepcionales 

creían que el favor y la amistad personal podían más que el esfuerzo lento y constante de cada 

día y el espíritu de sacrificio ante los embates de la adversidad […]” (Appendix, p. 2). 

 

In the above example, Perón demonstrates what constitutes the morals of his followers and adversaries 

respectively. We cannot conclude with certainty to whom Perón refers with “los resentidos”, but we find it 

likely that he addresses those parts of the traditional elites who had previously benefited from the nepotism 

of the conservative regimes during the Década Infame, the period preceding Perón’s leadership, categorized 

by an institutionalized corruption which served only the elite’s interests (James, 1988, pp. 14-15), but who 

had been affected negatively by the labor policies put into practice by Perón from 1943-45, hence the 

presumed feeling of resentment. The discursive constitution of Perón’s opponents as delusional aristocrats 

is contrasted by the biblical spirit of sacrifice and fighting spirit typical of Perón’s supporters:  

 

“[…] quiero también dejar de lado a los resentidos, a cuantos creyéndose seres excepcionales 

creían que el favor y la amistad personal podían más que el esfuerzo lento y constante de cada 

día y el espíritu de sacrificio ante los embates de la adversidad […]” (Appendix, p. 2). 

 

In the following, Perón utilizes a biblical discourse type to illustrate the devilishness and shadiness of 

his adversaries. The few good and honest men who support Perón’s adversaries must necessarily have been 

deceived by the lies of the politicians who represent the oligarchy. Perón mixes the biblical references with 

a left-wing revolutionary discourse as he suggests that his opponents have sold their conscience to the 

oligarchs - in turn represented as self-serving merchants who either treat ‘the people’ as a commodity which 

is up for sale or brutally attempt to execute it.  

[…] “me duele el engaño en que viven los que de buena fe les siguen por no haberles llegado aún 

la verdad de nuestra causa. Argentinos como nosotros, con las virtudes propias de nuestro 

pueblo, no es posible que puedan acompañar a quienes los han vendido y los llevan a rastras, de 

los que han sido sus verdugos y seguirán siéndolo el día de mañana. Los pocos argentinos que de 

buena fe siguen a los que han vendido la conciencia a los oligarcas, sólo pueden hacerlo movidos 

por las engañosas argumentaciones de los “habladores profesionales”. Estos vociferadores de la 
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libertad quieren disimular, alucinando con el brillo de esta palabra, el fondo esencial del drama 

que vive el pueblo argentino.” (Appendix, p. 2) 

The mixing of traditional political discourse with elements of left-wing- and biblical discourse types is visible 

as well in this example where Perón uses a biblical analogy, as meaning is transferred from the well-known 

story of Judas to the political reality of 1940’s Argentina. Perón’s political opponents are comparable to Judas 

Iscariot, while the working people are Jesus Christ: 

 

“No tengo que deciros quiénes son los “sindicarios señorones” que han comprado, ni “los Judas 

que se han vendido. Todos los conocemos y hemos visto sus firmas puestas en el infamante 

documento. Quiero decir solamente que esta infamia es tan sacrílega como la del Iscariote que 

vendió a Cristo, pues en esta sucia compraventa fue vendido otro inocente: el pueblo trabajador 

de nuestra querida Patria”. (Appendix, p. 3) 

 

As Berhó has argued: “the interaction of politics and religion has been a constant theme for the student of 

Iberoamerica”, and “[…] every electoral campaign reminds a broader audience of politicians’ use of religion 

in an attempt to gain support” (Berhó, 2000, p. 48).  Even if Catholicism was not homogeneous in Argentina 

during the 1930’s and 1940’s, Argentina was largely Roman Catholic (Berhó, 2005, p. 49). After a period of 

tensions of anticlericalism in Argentina as well as in the rest of Latin America during the second half of the 

nineteenth century, from the early period of the twentieth century onwards, Argentina experienced a 

religious revival, as Catholicism expanded dramatically in terms of the extent of popular participation.  

Perón’s personal relationship with Catholicism is a contested matter among historians, but according to 

records Catholics unmistakably supported Perón in the presidential elections of 1946 (Berhó, 2005, p. 50). 

Based on this and the examples we have put forward, we argue that Perón was fully aware of the importance 

of Catholicism to the voting public, and that he draws on biblical and left-wing discourses in order to 

constitute the people in stark contrast against the image he creates of his opponents and the oligarchic 

interests they serve.  

 

Nationalist discourse 

The text contains several examples of Perón reproducing as well as challenging 

representations of what Argentine nationhood signifies: 
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“Llego a vosotros para deciros que no estáis solos en vuestros anhelos de redención social, sino 

que los mismos ideales sostienen nuestros hermanos de toda la vastedad de nuestra tierra 

gaucha. Vengo conmovido por el sentimiento unánime manifestado a través de campos, montes, 

ríos, esteros y montañas; vengo conmovido por el eco resonante de una sola voluntad colectiva; 

la de que el pueblo sea realmente libre, para que de una vez por todas quede libre de la esclavitud 

económica que le agobia.” (Appendix, p. 1) 

 

Perón here refers to the residents principally of the pampas and Patagonian grasslands, the ‘gauchos’, a term 

that can be traced back to Argentine independence in the early 19th century and which has come to symbolize 

Argentine national tradition. The term has in fact inspired a popular literary movement, gauchesco, or Caucho 

literature, comparable to the North American literature of ‘the wild west’ and perhaps best known for José 

Hernández’s epic poem Martín Fierro, often cited by Perón in his speeches, which keeps being studied as an 

important part of Argentine literary history (James, 1988, pp. 22-23).  With the publicity of this and other 

poems, gauchos started representing a deprived social class. Hence, the same way Perón managed to inverse 

the symbolic significance of terms like descamisado and negro, which had previously symbolized working 

class humiliation, so that they acquired diametrically opposite representations, he used the adjective gaucha, 

which earlier had suggested mixed-blood, lower class, in reference to a mystical unity among Argentines 

(James, 1988, p. 23), suggesting that the construction of a national identity would be based not on the upper 

classes but rather on the low-born peasants. In continuation, Perón constructs an image of the gauchos as 

victims of economic enslavement. Even though he does not specify who holds them as victims, it seems 

evident that Perón refers to the elite and the political leaders of the previous, conservative governments. 

“Por ellos, por nosotros, por todos juntos, por nuestros hijos y los hijos de nuestros hijos debemos 

hacer que, ¡por fin!, triunfen los grandes ideales de auténtica libertad que soñaron los forjadores 

de nuestra independencia y que nosotros sentimos palpitar en lo más profundo de nuestro 

corazón.” (Appendix, p. 2).  

 

Perón, at the center of a hegemonic battle attempts to characterize his version of ‘auténtica libertad’ (see 

below for a discussion about the word meaning of libertad) by pointing out that it’s similar to that of patriotic 

national heroes of the Argentine independence war such as Manuel Belgrano and José de San Martín. 

“Hermanos: con pensamiento criollo, sentimiento criollo y valor criollo […]” (Appendix, p. 2) 
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With yet another nationalist discourse. Perón emphasizes the heritage of the Argentine mestizos, known as 

criollos, i.e. persons of combined Native American and European descent, which separated them from the 

children of European immigrants in the context of the nineteenth century racial categorization system in use 

by the Spaniards prior to the independence. The criollos play a vital role in the Argentine (and Latin American) 

imagery due to their rebellions against the Spanish Crown in the national fight for independence. Moreover, 

as Chamosa (Chamosa, 2010, p. 113) has pointed out: “Rural workers, many of whom were criollos, 

represented a key constituency of the Peronist movement”. The constitutive period of Peronism coincided 

with a cultural movement which put emphasis on criollo folklore, something that began years before this 

speech but which the Perón government took up on a much larger scale than previous governments, making 

folklore research a matter of state policy (Chamosa, 2010, p. 113). This meant that, although not a complete 

break with the past, by emphasizing the criollos, Perón challenged among other things established notions 

of argentinidad, traditionally said to incorporate only white people, since criollos usually have dark skin and 

dark hair (Chamosa, 2010, pp. 114-115). 

 

Text 

Morales  

Word meaning  

In its party program, MAS proposes radical changes and calls for a constitutional refoundation 

of Bolivia and a state ‘under social control’ (Rosenmann, 2005). MAS defines its political position as “una 

sublevación colectiva” of millions “cansados de más de 500 años del sistema opresivo y excluyente” 

(Rosenmann, 2005). The MAS party program has a Socialist class-based revolutionary ring to it (Rosenmann, 

2006). In his speech, however, Morales is distancing himself from such a view while still emphasizing radical 

change.  

In that regard, it is interesting how Morales uses the word revolution in his speech. He uses it twice, in both 

cases when talking about a ‘democratic cultural revolution’:  

“Esa lucha democrática cultural, esta revolución cultural democrática, es parte de la lucha de 

nuestros antepasados, es la continuidad de la lucha de Túpac Katari; esa lucha y estos resultados 

[(of the elections)] son la continuidad de Che Guevara.” (Appendix, p. 18) 
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Morales places the struggle in a historical context of violent uprising and conflict, but he is explicit about it 

being non-violent and democratic:    

“Estamos acá en democracia, y quiero que sepan –sobre todo la comunidad internacional–, como 

nuestro vicepresidente de la República decía en una conferencia: queremos cambiar Bolivia no 

con bala sino con voto, y esa es la revolución democrática.” (Appendix, p. 19) 

The preferred term used by MAS is not revolution but recuperación, which has a more constructive ring to it 

and no connotation of violence (Dunkerley, 2007, p. 146). One reason for Morales using the word revolution 

is that he comes from a social movement that at its heart has little or no desire to play the political game.  

The idea that the social movement should formally enter politics was proposed in 1986, but met with extreme 

skepticism within the movement, and a consensus on the matter was not reached until 1993 (Harten, 2011, 

pp. 83-84). In general, indigenous people “perceived political parties as acting only for the exclusive benefit 

of a privileged few” (Harten, 2011, p. 82). Seeking to maintain autonomy and avoid being coopted, the 

sindicatos sought no place in the existing political system and refused to participate in conventional politics 

(Harten, 2011, p. 83). The crisis of representation for the indigenous people was a key precondition for the 

success of MAS’ and its antiestablishment discourse (Harten, 2011, p. 82), but according to Artaraz, as the 

party became more and more successful during the first half of the 2000s, it developed into “just the type of 

less than democratic party it had originally been supposed to challenge.” (Artaraz, 2012, pp. 51-52; Harten, 

2011, p. 145). Morales’ choice of words can be seen as a way to reach out to parts of the social movement 

that may not be greatly in favor of the democratic way into official politics MAS has chosen, and as a way to 

shift focus from official MAS rhetoric.  

It is also a democratic revolution. There will be no acts of vengeance and no exclusion, according to Morales24. 

The fact that he quotes Álvaro García Linera, his vice-president, for saying “queremos cambiar Bolivia no con 

bala sino con voto”, is interesting. In the 1990s, before MAS, García was affiliated with radical Socialism and 

an indigenista guerilla movement; he represents a link to a katarista aspect of indigenous people’s struggle 

(Harten, 2011, pp. 45-46; Dunkerley, 2007, pp. 138-139). Katarismo is a political tendency in Bolivia that seeks 

to recover the political identity of the Aymara people, who supposedly are the descendants of the Incas. 

Emerging in the Altiplano in the late 1960s among a small group of indigenous intellectuals, katarismo aimed 

to revive traditional culture and to resist assimilation into mestizo culture, and constructed a view of the 

state and the nation based on ethnic criteria (Harten, 2011, p. 45). In the late 1970s, part of the kataristas 

                                                           
24 “El MAS no margina, el MAS no excluye a nadie. […] lo vamos a hacer sin expulsar a nadie, no somos vengativos, no 
somos rencorosos […]” (Appendix, p. 25).  
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became coopted in the political system and its multiculturalism, while others continued to pursue Aymaran 

nationalism in a radicalized manner. Belonging the latter group, García was a member of the guerilla 

movement Ejército Guerillero Túpac Katari in the 1990s. Politically, katarismo failed to reach out to non-

Aymaras and its influence weakened in the 1980s and early 1990s (Harten, 2011, p. 45). Especially after 

katarista Víctor Hugo Cardenas ran as Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada’s vice-president in 1993 in an alliance with 

the MNR as a symbolic gesture towards the indigenous population (Harten, 2011, p. 97); many former 

kataristas felt his participation in the government’s unpopular reforms and the fact that he did not consult 

the grassroots prior to his decision as a betrayal (Harten, 2011, p. 241). Katarismo nevertheless remained an 

important part of Bolivian indigenista thought.  

As a katarista, García is the social movement’s link to a more traditional indigenista revolutionism, which 

historically has been less favorable towards the political system. By using his name and words, Morales is 

indirectly reaching out to these groups of people while emphasizing the democratic way MAS has chosen. 

The fact that Morales is primarily addressing the ‘international community’ when quoting García is a 

reassurance to those who might be skeptical towards a vice-president who is a former guerilla member.  

Finally, it is a cultural revolution because the biggest challenge in Bolivia at this time is to change the culture 

surrounding politics. In the words of Artaraz, “the biggest challenge [...] was to rewrite the basic societal rules 

for the re-foundation of a country with chronic problems, including weak institutions mired in political 

corruption, the political and economic domination of small oligarchic groups, and an excluded and poor 

indigenous majority.” (Artaraz, 2012, p. 63). Morales and MAS want to end the fact that ‘some seek to 

plunder, to exploit, to marginalize’ (Appendix, p. 18). Morales is reaching out to all sectors of Bolivian society 

to take part in the change: 

“[…] el MAS no excluye a nadie. Juntos desde el Parlamento cambiaremos nuestra historia.” 

(Appendix, p. 25) 

This attitude, however, is in contrast with the tone he used against the political parties and the political elite 

when MAS was still gaining power. For example, in 2002 he referred to them as ‘vendepatrias’, not of the 

people, and ‘not one of us’:  

“Don’t let yourself be misled by these traitor […] parties, which only seek to continue enriching 

themselves. Vote for the candidates of the people! … Let us vote for ourselves.” (Harten, 2011, 

p. 166).  
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Morales also acknowledges that the social movement will have to change its ways. The tactics of setting up 

roadblocks and closing off strategic entry points to cities will no longer be acceptable (Appendix, p. 25). 

Reason, consideration for the poor and the indigenous majority should guide politics:  

“Acá deben mandar razones, razones por el pueblo, razones por los pobres, razones por los 

pueblos indígenas que son la mayoría nacional de nuestro país.” (Appendix, p. 25)  

 

Leadership in the indigenous movement is centered on a leadership principle of ‘mandar 

obediciendo’25. The grassroots bottom lead while the leader is “regarded more as an instrument or facilitator 

for the bases than as an autonomous legislator.” (Harten, 2011, p. 66). Morales ends his speech by saying: 

“mandaré Bolivia obedeciendo al pueblo boliviano.” (Appendix, p. 35). Mandar obediciendo emphasizes an 

understanding of democracy that prioritizes horizontal politics and new forms of political participation in 

which ‘the bases command’ and decisions are made by reaching a consensus, despite the fact that decision-

making processes may not always necessarily follow this bottom-up principle and that the political success 

of the movement depends greatly on the efforts of leadership, particularly that of Morales. (Harten, 2011, 

pp. 69-70). In his speech, Morales says about politics and the indigenous way of doing politics: 

“La política significa una ciencia de servicio al pueblo, hay que servir al pueblo no vivir del pueblo, 

si esa es la política. Hay que vivir para la política y no vivir de la política. […] nuestras autoridades 

originarias saben exactamente que cuando uno asume ser autoridad, es para servir al pueblo, y 

estos temas hay que cambiar pues […] en todo caso hay que tomar ciertas medidas para que el 

pueblo entienda.”  (Appendix, p. 20). 

Politics is serving the people and it is a ‘science’. ‘The indigenous authorities’ understand this, and governance 

should be done in accordance with the Incan code of “no robar, no mentir, ni ser flojo” (Appendix, p. 35). 

Morales is clearly emphasizing the indigenous way of doing politics over that of traditional political parties.  

It is interesting how here, Morales is talking about ‘taking measures so that ‘the people’ will understand’. 

Although using an impersonal construction of ‘haber que plus infinitive’, stressing the necessity or 

convenience of something (Real Academia Española), this is the only time during his speech that Morales 

refers to ‘the people’ in an excluding way where it is the patient of an action he is proposing, in the way that 

it is here.  

                                                           
25 ’Lead obeying’.   
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What constitutes ‘the people’ in Bolivia has changed throughout recent history. In the MNR 

discourse of 1952 it was the new working class, while in the neoliberal discourse of the 1980s it was the urban 

self-employed of the informal sector (Harten, 2011, p. 156). A shared perception was that ‘the people’ 

somehow had to be molded into a unitary system (Harten, 2011, p. 156). Morales rejected the assimilationist 

construction of the people in favor of a decentralized notion focusing on the diversity of indigenous and rural 

identities, and adopted katarismo’s most important thought, that the nation is a plurinational mosaic 

(Harten, 2011, pp. 45, 156). This idea of ‘the people’ blurs the differences between popular sectors and shifts 

the focus to what distinguishes it from the elite, giving Morales the opportunity to charge the government 

with not representing the people, as it was supposed to do (Harten, 2011, pp. 155-156).  

When the demand for coca as an economic issue expanded to a more general demand, Bolivians in opposition 

to the government began to relate to an overarching cocalero identity. This idenity allowed the coca 

producers to escape the stigma as narco-traffickers by the political elite, it helped the social movement form 

alliances with other social movements that also felt stigmatized by the elite, and it “prepared the ground for 

Morales to campaign for president as the embodiment of the people as the victim of the dominant political 

class.” (Harten, 2011, pp. 159-160). The cocalero identity allowed Morales to expand the notion of ‘the 

people’ to form a broader political base. The discourse of MAS refers basically to all those ‘who consider 

themselves as disfranchised and excluded from public life’, and a MAS slogan between 2002 and 2005 was: 

¡Somos MAS, Somos el Pueblo! (Harten, 2011, pp. 155, 165). According to Harten, the center and rightwing 

political parties did not view ‘the people’ in an antagonistic role, but sought to ‘grant each sub-identity its 

well-defined place.’ (Harten, 2011, pp. 160-161).  

With time, the particularistic cocalero identity had to become broader and more flexible in order to refer to 

the more common aspects within it, such as defense of natural resources and of national sovereignty (Harten, 

2011, p. 163). As a result, it was ‘emptied’, and the identity of ‘the people’ represented by Morales was 

turned into a single common identity for all those disadvantaged by the status quo (Harten, 2011, p. 163). 

The plurinational identity notion of a mosaic of nations and peoples in Bolivia became the new popular 

identity in the antagonism between ‘the people’ and politicians of mainstream political parties generalized 

as ‘the oligarchy’.” (Harten, 2011, p. 163).  

But this popular identity was not Morales’ or MAS’ creation. It sprang from MAS’ roots in the national peasant 

confederation Confederación Sindical Única de Trabajadores Campesinos de Bolivia, in which the coca 

producers participated along with kataristas, who influenced the organization (Harten, 2011, pp. 45-46, 160). 
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This identity was constructed from the grassroots levels up and highlighted the diversity of the inhabitants 

of rural areas with their different identities as pueblos originarios and naciones originarias, concepts that had 

emerged among indigenous movements in the eastern lowlands (Harten, 2011, pp. 45, 160).  

This is one reason for Morales using the word cocalero only once in his speech: in the opening salutation 

when greeting “cocaleros de la zona del trópico de Cochabamba” (Appendix, p. 16). He uses the word 

‘originario’ ten times in his speech, nine times in connection with the movimiento indígena or the pueblo 

indígena26. With originario, Morales legitimizes the indigenous movement and demonstrates that as the first 

inhabitants of the land, indigenous people have certain ancestral rights, which are not being recognized 

(Félix, 2007, p. 185).  He emphasizes indigenous people in a broad sense as a community oppressed and 

excluded by ‘non-originals’; in other words, he emphasizes indigenous people in the 500-year long struggle 

against colonialism, while at the same time it also stresses the division between ‘oppressed’ and ‘oppressor’. 

However, in his speech, Morales also talks about a turning point in the struggle: 

“Estamos acá para decir basta a la resistencia. De la resistencia de 500 años a la toma del poder 

para 500 años, indígenas, obreros, todos los sectores para acabar con esa injusticia […]” 

(Appendix, p. 17).  

With the 500-year rule to be initiated, Morales is talking in utopian terms, but he is also signaling a change in 

governance (‘acabar con la justicia’), one that includes all sectors of Bolivian society. We can further see this 

when he says “[…] lo vamos a hacer sin expulsar a nadie, no somos vengativos” and “el MAS no margina, el 

MAS no excluye a nadie.” (Appendix, p. 25). However, Morales is speaking against himself in this matter. By 

using the word originario to emphasize indigenous people’s ancestral heritage and rights in relation to the 

land and the nation, he is prioritizing them over non-indigenous people and other social sectors in the 

governing process (Félix, 2007, p. 186). This is further evident in the text when he encourages the middle 

class and business sectors to feel proud of indigenous people, who are ‘humankind’s moral reserve’:  

“[…] yo me siento orgullosos de ellos, de nuestra clase intelectual, profesional hasta empresarial, 

pero también les invito a ustedes que se sientan orgullosos de los pueblos indígenas que son la 

reserva moral de la humanidad.” (Appendix, p. 18) 

 

                                                           
26 (Appendix, pp. 17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 27, 32, 35). The last time Morales uses it in connection with “autoridades 
originarias” (Appendix, p. 20) 
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Transitivity  

 In his speech, Morales uses clause constructions in which ‘we’, ‘the people’ or the indigenous 

people or movement are the semantic patient and ‘they’ or the elite is the agent. He frequently applies the 

passive voice, omitting or not specifying the agent.  

There are several reasons for choosing the passive voice. Fairclough writes that a “reason for an agentless 

passive may be to obfuscate agency, and hence causality and responsibility” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 182). In his 

speech, Morales several times uses agentless passive constructions that semantically prioritizes the 

oppressed and leaves the exact identity of the oppressor unknown. For example:  

“Estos pueblos, históricamente hemos sido marginados, humillados, odiados, despreciados, 

condenados a la extinción. Esa es nuestra historia; a estos pueblos jamás los reconocieron como 

seres humanos […]” (Appendix, p. 17) 

‘The peoples’ have historically been marginalized and condemned and so on, as emphasized by the 

periphrastic passive ‘hemos sido’, but we do not know who is responsible for doing this as there is no agent 

in the sentence. The following sentence is not in the passive voice, but it is a passive-like construction with 

the verb in third person plural and no known subject from context (‘reconocieron’) (Jensen, 2008, p. 276).  

We do not know who ‘they’ are; we are only told that ‘the peoples’ were never recognized by ‘them’. There 

is another, very similar example in the speech:   

“[…] a los primeros aymaras, quechuas que aprendieron a leer y escribir, les sacaron los ojos, les 

cortaron las manos para que nunca más aprendan a leer, escribir.” (Appendix, p. 17) 

‘The first natives who learned to read and to write’ are patients of oppressive processes shown by verbs in 

the third person plural and no known subject from context (‘sacaron’, ‘cortaron’). The structures of all three 

sentences in the two examples are very similar. In these passive and passive-like constructions an entity can 

be placed in the front of the clause as known information (‘estos pueblos’, ‘los primeros quechuas, aymaras’) 

even if it does not function as the agent (Jensen, 2008, p. 265). This may serve to keep focus on that entity 

in a series of clauses, whilst introducing new information (the processes involved in ‘ser marginado’, etc., 

‘reconocieron’, ‘sacaron’, ‘cortaron’) (Jensen, 2008, pp. 259, 265).   

By means of constructions focusing on the patient while emphasizing the processes to which it has been 

subject, and such vague or even non-present agent references, Morales can effectively emphasize an 

antagonistic relationship between ‘the people’ and its oppressor. The very similar structure of the three 
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sentences in the two examples and the adverb ‘históricamente’ together with the reference in the second 

example to colonial times further emphasizes the idea of a 500-year long struggle.  

There are other examples of agentless passive construction in the speech as well. For example:  

“Su pretexto de capitalización sólo ha descapitalizado al país. Su pretexto de capitalización, 

entiendo que hay que importar el capital en vez de exportar el capital. Sólo se exporta el capital 

y sólo se exporta ahora como producto de esas políticas de capitalización, al ser humano.” 

(Appendix, p. 20) 

‘Se exporta … al ser humano’ is a reflexive passive with no agent and no possibility for a subject (Jensen, 

2008, p. 272). Jensen writes that “eftersom der ikke forekommer en agent i sætningen, bliver den uudtrykte, 

bagvedliggende agent anonym [and] når verbalet står i præsens, kan betydningen blive gentagelse eller 

vane.” (Jensen, 2008, p. 273). This makes sense, as Morales is talking about neoliberal economic policies that 

are systemically ‘exporting human beings’.  

However, in his speech Morales does explicitly mention those who are the oppressors. For example, he 

specifically accuses the previous governments of privatizing water:   

“No es posible que se privaticen los servicios básicos. No puedo entender cómo los ex 

gobernantes privaticen los servicios básicos especialmente el agua.” (Appendix, p. 20) 

and the USA of oppressing indigenous people through the War on Drugs:  

“[…] que la lucha contra el narcotráfico, que la lucha contra las drogas, que la cocaína no sea 

una excusa para que el gobierno de Estados Unidos domine o someta a nuestros pueblos.” 

(Appendix, p. 32)  

as well as large agricultural producers from Santa Cruz for not having thought of alternative crops to coca:  

“[…] es importante que los productos de las regiones cocaleras y no cocaleras tenga mercado. 

Yo estoy muy sorprendido, quiero decir a los agropecuarios de Santa Cruz, tengo dos propuestas 

de dos gobiernos que quieren comprar azúcar, gobiernos de Asia, especialmente, quieren 

comprar soya, pero me piden un millón de toneladas año, y hay que producir eso para vender 

soya al Asia y a otros países vecinos.” (Appendix, p. 32) 
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Pronouns  

 Given Morales antagonistic view of ‘the people’, we find it interesting how he uses the concept 

of ‘we’.  

In his speech, Morales often uses the pronoun we to mean the indigenous people. For example:   

“No sólo nosotros queremos vivir bien, seguramente algunos tienen derecho a vivir mejor, tienen 

todo el derecho de vivir mejor, pero sin explotar […]” (Appendix, p. 18) 

Indigenous people (‘nosotros’) has the right to live well, while ‘others’ (‘algunos’) does have the right to live 

better.  

“Ahí pueden ver que el movimiento indígena originario no es excluyente. Ojalá, ojalá otros 

señores también aprendan de nosotros.” (Appendix, p. 18) 

The political parties (‘otros señores’) should learn from the indigenous movement (‘nosotros’) not to be 

exclusive.  

We observe the same thing with the pronoun nuestro: 

“Esa es nuestra historia; a estos pueblos jamás los reconocieron como seres humanos […”] 

(Appendix, p. 17)  

“[…] esta revolución cultural democrática, es parte de la lucha de nuestros antepasados, es la 

continuidad de la lucha de Túpac Katari […]” (Appendix, p. 18) 

‘Our history’ and ‘our ancestors’ are the indigenous people’s history and ancestors. But in other cases, ‘we’ 

and ‘our’ refers to Bolivians and Bolivia as a nation:  

“[…] yo me siento orgulloso de ellos, de nuestra clase media […]” (Appendix, p. 18) 

”[…] ese apoyo internacional […] no es solamente de responsabilidad de Evo Morales, es la 

responsabilidad de todos nosotros los bolivianos.” (Appendix, p. 31) 

The ‘we’ in a Bolivian nationalist sense becomes especially evident when Morales is talking about natural 

resources:  
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“Suiza, un país desarrollado sin recursos naturales, y Bolivia con semejantes recursos naturales 

y con semejante pobreza. Eso hay que cambiar, y por eso estamos acá para cambiar juntos estas 

injusticias, este saqueo permanente a nuestros recursos naturales.” (Appendix, p. 20) 

“[…] si nos sentimos de esta tierra, de nuestra patria, de nuestra Bolivia, tenemos la obligación 

de industrializar todos nuestros recursos naturales para salir de la pobreza.” (Appendix, p. 28) 

Morales is operating with an understanding of ‘we’ in two ways. There is a ‘we’ which refers to indigenous 

people as opposed to the elite, and then there is a ‘we’ which refers to Bolivia as a nation. The first ‘we’ is 

the most evident in Morales’ speech. The second ‘we’ becomes most evident in relation to national 

sovereignty and natural resources. This makes sense as these had become ‘prominent discursive 

constructions’ as a result of the social conflicts (Harten, 2011, p. 126).  

 

Perón 

Word meaning 

We identify an ongoing battle between Perón and his political adversaries concerning the 

meaning of certain words which are socially contested, a contestation regarding the boundaries of these 

words’ meaning. More specifically, we focus upon the following expressions: libertad and democracia, words 

to which we observe claims from Perón and his adversaries to attach to their respective movements. 

 

[…] se acusa a nuestro movimiento de ser enemigo de la libertad. Pero yo apelo a vuestra 

conciencia, a la conciencia de los hombres libres de nuestra Patria y del mundo entero, para que 

me responda honestamente si oponerse a que los hombres sean explotados y envilecidos 

obedece a un móvil liberticida. (Appendix, p. 1) 

 

Already in the opening remarks, Perón refutes the claim allegedly made by his political opponents that he is 

no advocate of liberty by making a rhetorical question which equates his adversaries’ adaptation of liberty 

with the exploitation and degrading of men. That kind of system, argues Perón, kills and destroys liberty, so 

the reality is the opposite of what his opponents claim: they, not Perón, are the true enemies of liberty. 

Hence, he attempts to exhibit the hypocrisy of his opponents, the “vociferadores de la libertad”: 
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“Estos vociferadores de la libertad quieren disimular, alucinando con el brillo de esta palabra, el 

fondo esencial del drama que vive el pueblo argentino.” (Appendix, p. 2) 

 

Porque la verdad verdadera es esta: en nuestra Patria no se debate un problema entre “libertad” o “tiranía”, 

entre Rosas y Urquiza; entre democracia y totalitarismo. Lo que en el fondo del drama argentino se debate 

es, simplemente, un partido de campeonato entre la “justicia social” y la “injusticia social” (Appendix, p. 2). 

 

With a very saying quote, Perón denies that the most relevant topics in Argentina are liberty vs. tyranny, or 

democracy vs. totalitarianism. Those are only topics because the opposition attempts to distort the 

fundamental debate and disguise its essence, which is simply a question of social justice.  

 

In order for us to understand Perón’s account of the social reality, the quest for social justice, and the image 

of men being exploited and degraded, we must recall the situation during the decada infame, the long period 

of conservative leadership which preceded Perón’s presidency, by most accounts a period of great struggle 

for most of the people that Perón is reaching out for in this speech; institutionalized political corruption and 

clientelism continually contributed to reproduce the social and economic status of the traditional elite, 

industrialists and capital owners, at the expense of the masses (James, 1988, pp. 14-15). While Perón’s 

political opponents during this election campaign expressed their political aspirations through a discourse of 

liberal democracy, emphasizing free elections, the constitution, freedom of speech, and so on, Perón took 

advantage of their’ categorization of himself as an anti-democrat and demagogue by tying his political 

adversaries to the scandal of the Década Infame, a regime which based its economic policies on liberal 

capitalism, and reminding the voters that a true democracy could only be built by doing justice to the social 

issue (James, 1988, p. 16).  

 

“Por ellos, por nosotros, por todos juntos, por nuestros hijos y los hijos de nuestros hijos debemos 

hacer que, ¡por fin!, triunfen los grandes ideales de auténtica libertad que soñaron los forjadores 

de nuestra independencia y que nosotros sentimos palpitar en lo más profundo de nuestro 

corazón “ (Appendix, p. 2)  

 

As opposed to his adversaries’ preferred system, that which exploits and degrades men while claiming to 

represent liberty, Perón goes on to illustrate his version thereof. It is a kind of liberty that is rooted in the 

national spirit, it is the authentic liberty, and it goes back several decades to the independence war in the 

early 19th century. He, thus, creates a linkage between on the one hand himself and his supporters and on 
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the other hand Argentine libertadores, patriotic forces and national heroes such as Manuel Belgrano and José 

de San Martin who led the struggle for independence from the Spanish Empire. He thus makes the argument 

that the current situation is comparable to that struggle: whereas the libertadores fought against Spanish 

tyranny, the oppressors now are Perón’s political opponents, backed up by the oligarchs. The same thing is 

at stake, though – the very freedom of the Argentine people27. 

 

[…] “para lograr que la Argentina sea políticamente libre y socialmente justa, no basta con ser 

argentinos y nada más que argentinos. Bastará que dentro del cuadro histórico y constitucional 

el mecanismo de las leyes se emplee como un medio de progresar, pero de progresar todos, 

pobres y ricos, en vez de hacerlo solamente éstos a expensas del trabajador” (Appendix: 3). 

 

As we can see in the above example, though in fairly vague terms, Perón explains what it would take for 

Argentina to obtain political freedom and social justice, emphasizing the national laws and the constitution 

as means of progress, but he underlines that the progress it results in must apply to all citizens, not just to 

the rich at the expense of the poor. Arguably, by saying so, he implies that up until that point the opposite 

had been the case: that during the decada infame formal political rights had been a catalyst for wealth among 

the already prosperous sectors of society without regard for the economically disadvantaged. 

 

[…] “cuando nuestros enemigos hablan de democracia, tienen en sus mentes la idea de una 

democracia estática, quiero decir, de una democracia sentada en los actuales privilegios de clase. 

Como los órganos del Estado y el poder del Estado, la organización de la sociedad, los medios 

coactivos, los procedimientos de propaganda, las instituciones culturales, la libertad de 

expresión del pensamiento, la religión misma, se hayan bajo su dominio y a su servicio exclusivo, 

pueden echarse tranquilos en brazos de la democracia, pues saben que la tienen dominada y que 

servirá de tapaderas a sus intereses” (Appendix, p. 7). 

 

Perón goes on to attack his opponents’ self-serving notion of democracy, which he sees as static in the sense 

that it rests on the existing privileges of the elites. It is a system which ensures that cultural institutions, 

religious matters, freedom of speech and the whole organization of society are being kept under restraint by 

Perón’s adversaries. Therefore, it is easy for them to defend a concept of democracy which serves mainly 

                                                           
1 Later, Perón repeats the point that only himself and his supporters can claim to have a historic monopoly on true 

liberty: “La historia de los trabajadores argentinos corre la misma trayectoria que la libertad” (appendix: 4).  
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their own interests. When he says “la (democracia) tienen dominada”, he elevates the concept so that it 

comes to represent far more than just a political system – rather some sort of a living organism which can be 

dominated, and held captive by different social actors, and in this case, argues Perón, it has been 

misrepresented by dominant groups to keep other parts of society away from power and maintain status 

quo. 

 

“Tachar de totalitarios a los obreros argentinos es algo que se sale de lo absurdo para caer en lo 

grotesco. Precisamente han sido las organizaciones obreras que me apoyan, las que durante los 

últimos años han batallado en defensa de los pueblos oprimidos contra los regímenes opresores, 

mientras que eran (aquí como en todas partes del mundo, sin excluir los países que han hecho la 

guerra, salvo Rusia) la aristocracia, la plutocracia, la alta burguesía, el capitalismo, en fin, y sus 

secuaces, quienes adoraban a las dictaduras y repelían a las democracias. Seguían esta conducta 

cuando pensaban que las dictaduras defendían sus intereses y las democracias los 

perjudicaban”[…] (Appendix, p. 4) 

 

Perón again accuses his opponents of being hypocrites who represent a phony democracy. The upper classes, 

he claims, referring again to the conservative hegemony in the 1930’s and early 1940’s, used to embrace 

dictatorship and be against democracy when it served their interests, whereas during this campaign they 

accuse Perón of being an enemy of liberal democracy. 

 

“Nosotros representamos la auténtica democracia, la que se asienta sobre la voluntad de la 

mayoría y sobre el derecho de todas las familias a una vida decorosa, la que tiende a evitar el 

espectáculo de la miseria en medio de la abundancia, la que quiere impedir que millones de seres 

perezcan de hambre mientras que centenares de hombres derrochan estúpidamente su plata. Si 

esto es demagogia, sintámonos orgullosos de ser demagogos y arrojémosles al rostro la 

condenación de su hipocresía, de su egoísmo, de su falta de sentido humano y de su afá lucrativo 

que va desangrando la vida de la Nación. ¡Basta ya de falsos demócratas que utilizan una idea 

grande para servir a su codicia! ¡Basta ya de exaltados constitucionalistas que sólo aman la 

Constitución en cuanto les ponga a cubierto de las reivindicaciones proletarias!” (Appendix, p. 7- 

8)  

 

In continuation, Perón continues to establish that he is more democratic than his adversaries and puts their 

notion of democracy up against his own and his supporters’. Just like, as we saw earlier (Appendix, p. 2), 
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Perón stands for “auténtica libertad”, he also claims to represent “auténtica democracia”. He attacks the 

established order, characterized, he claims, by people who do not consider the wishes of the majority, who 

do not hesitate to eat and drink in abundance while they let their fellow citizens starve. They may claim to 

be constitutionalists but that is only because the constitution works as a means of retaining power while 

simultaneously marginalizing the working people. 

 

 

Transitivity 

 

“Una tempestad de odio se ha desencadenado contra los “descamisados” que sólo piden ganarse 

honradamente la vida y poder sentirse libres de la opresión patronal y de todas las fuerzas 

oscuras o manifiestas que respaldan sus privilegios. Esta tempestad de odios se vuelca en 

dicterios procaces contra nosotros, procurando enlodar nuestras acciones y nuestros más 

preciados ideales. De tal manera nos han atacado que si hubiéramos tenido que contestar una a 

una sus provocaciones, no habríamos tenido tiempo bastante para construir lo poco que hemos 

podido realizar en tan escaso tiempo. Pero debemos estarles agradecidos porque no puede haber 

victoria sin lucha.” (Appendix, p. 4) 

 

In the speech, as in this example, we find a relatively high frequency of agentless passive-like constructions. 

In the first main clause (una tempestad de odio se ha desencadenado contra los “descamisados”), a storm of 

hatred has been unleashed against the shirtless workers but there is no specification of who has unleashed 

it. Semantically, the agent, hence, is disguised; it is not being explicated who is behind, who is feeling this 

storm of hatred, something which gives the impression that the target (los “descamisados”) is being 

subjected to anonymous procedures. The construction of the next main clause (Esta tempestad de odios se 

vuelca en dicterios procaces contra nosotros) is similar. The storm of hatred turns into insults directed 

towards “nosotros”, but it still isn’t clear who feels this hatred and utters these insults. Perón’s opponents, 

thus, are represented through their behavior – the use of petty insults – and through their emotional state, 

i.e. the extremely negative feelings of hatred directed towards los descamisados/nosotros, who, in contrast, 

are presented as the victims, devoid of vicious motives and only wishing to earn an honest living. Even if the 

agent is unidentified, there are several references to it. It is defined diabolically as it takes the form of “fuerzas 

oscuras” who attempt to limit the freedom of Perón’s supporters. It is an aggressive and destructive agent: 

“nos han atacado”, this time implicit in the verb through the 3rd person plural, and it is small-minded as it 

communicates by means of provocations (sus provocaciones). Finally, it is referred to sarcastically as useful 
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to Perón’s supporters (“debemos estarles agradecidos”) for putting up a fight since without them, there could 

be no victory.  

 

“La Secretaría de Trabajo hizo justicia estricta, y si en muchas ocasiones se inclinó hacia los 

trabajadores, lo hizo porque era la parte más débil en los conflictos. Esta posición espiritual de 

la autoridad es lo que han tolerado los elementos desplazados de la hegemonía que venían 

ejerciendo, y esa es la clave de su oposición al organismo creado.” (Appendix, p. 8) 

 

We recall that as Secretary of Labor of the military government which Perón had been a part of since the 

coup d’etat in 1943, he had among other things arbitrated labor conflicts, intervened in strikes and made 

substantial legislation favoring workers at the cost of capital interests (Berhó, 2000, p. 67; Burdick, 1995, p. 

48). Perón’s enemies here are referred to vaguely as elements that have been curbed by Perón but which 

previously enjoyed a hegemonic position in society. These capital interests, hence, are against him because 

he has interrupted their dominant position and created a fair system which protects the weakest part of the 

employer-employee relation, the worker. 

 

We believe one of the reasons Perón doesn’t elucidate the identity of the agent [in this latest example when 

he uses the 3rd person plural tense (han tolerado; venían ejerciendo) and the possessive pronoun (su)], of 

those elements that in Perón’s discourse act to put down Perón, the government and the workers, is that 

anti-Peronists were made up of very diverse sectors of the Argentine society – an unusually heterogeneous 

opposition against Perón’s candidacy had been established. Politically, the alliance against Perón was 

constituted by Radicals, Socialists, Communists, progressive democrats and Conservatives forging into the 

“Unión Democrática” (Romero, 1996, pp. 156-157), an alliance alluded to by Perón as “la fórmula del 

contubernio oligárquico-comunista” (Appendix, p. 16). The people who voted against Perón were 

predominantly from the upper- and middle classes. These sectors felt threatened for the most part by what 

they saw as a forced “social mingling” with people of lower status, often migrants from the interior who had 

been “invading” urban life in Buenos Aires from the 1930’s onwards, and were made up of everything from 

factory owners, university graduates, small business owners to clerks and housewifes. (Milanesio, 2010, pp. 

54-60). Against this background of a diverse opposition united primarily by the objective of preventing the 

Peronists from winning the presidency, it would seem an effective way of dealing with the division between 

“them” and “us” to refrain from referring explicitly to who constitutes the different groups. If he were too 

explicit, that could potentially turn voters against him. Better then to implicitly remind the voters that they 

would either be for or against Perón, there would be no middle way. 
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Pronouns 

 

“Por ellos, por nosotros, por todos juntos, por nuestros hijos y los hijos de nuestros hijos debemos 

hacer que, ¡por fin!, triunfen los grandes ideales de auténtica libertad que soñaron los forjadores 

de nuestra independencia y que nosotros sentimos palpitar en lo más profundo de nuestro 

corazón.” (Appendix, p. 2) 

 

In the speech, there are a few examples where it could be argued that Perón uses the exclusive nosotros, 

that is the nosotros which includes only himself and a limited amount of people, in casu the government (for 

example: “Nosotros representamos la auténtica democracia”) (Appendix, p. 7). Much more frequently, he 

makes use of the inclusive nosotros, inclusive that is of both the listener as well as himself. In the above 

example, referring initially to “nuestros hermanos de tierra adentro” (Appendix, p. 1), prompting the listeners 

not to forget the dispossessed people of the interior   (“Por ellos”), Perón subsequently uses the inclusive we 

to call for unity (“todos juntos”) of rural as well as urban workers and make the point that the people only 

can obtain a state of authentic liberty if it unites and stands together. 

 

“Argentinos como nosotros, con las virtudes propias de nuestro pueblo, no es posible que puedan 

acompañar a quienes los han vendido y los llevan a rastras, de los que han sido sus verdugos y 

seguirán siéndolo el día de mañana.” (Appendix, p. 2). 

 

Perón points out that it should not be possible that “Argentinos como nosotros” support the opposition due 

to what it represents (“los han vendido”; los llevan a rastras”). He reaches out arguably to those workers and 

members of the popular classes still undecided which way to vote. He makes use of the inclusive we, 

presenting the argument that “they are like us, so they should join us”. 

 

“Una tempestad de odio se ha desencadenado contra los “descamisados” que sólo piden ganarse 

honradamente la vida y poder sentirse libres de la opresión patronal y de todas las fuerzas 

oscuras o manifiestas que respaldan sus privilegios. Esta tempestad de odios se vuelca en 

dicterios procaces contra nosotros, procurando enlodar nuestras acciones y nuestros más 

preciados ideales.” (Appendix, p. 4) 

 

We notice how the target of this “tempestad de odio(s)” has gone from being “los descamisados” to become 

“nosotros”. In the first main clause, he refers to los “descamisados” in third person plural (“piden ganarse”). 
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In the second main clause, even if it is not entirely clear who exactly is the object of these insults (“dicterios 

procaces”) claims can be made that he speaks on behalf of the collective - himself, the listeners, and indeed 

all Argentine citizens who are objected to the hatred of the adversaries. With this change from third person 

to the use of the inclusive first person plural pronoun, Perón creates a synthesis between on the one hand 

los “descamisados”, and on the other hand himself and the government he represents.  

 

The frequency of the inclusive nosotros has the effect that Perón makes an implicit claim for authority 

because it gives the feeling that he possesses the authority to speak for others. As Fairclough has pointed 

out, this technique serves corporate interests because it stresses the unity of the people rather than the 

recognition of heterogeneity and diversity within society (Fairclough, 1989, p. 128). 

   

Social practice  

Morales  

In our analysis, we have seen how Morales uses katarista and indigenous discourse types as 

well as more conventional discourse types, such as from the domains of colonialism, racism, and leftwing 

revolutionary thought, to emphasize a historical struggle, indigenous people over non-indigenous people, 

and create an antagonistic relation between ‘the people’ and the elite. During the social conflicts, the Bolivian 

governments arguably “rejected the idea of the people acting as the sovereign power outside elections” as 

they refused to listen to them, while Morales’ constructed his idea of ‘the people’ largely through processes 

of mobilization where the people more or less spontaneously ‘arose and entered the political stage as a 

political actor.’ (Harten, 2011, pp. 157-158). Morales talks about the ‘conscience of the people’, which awoke 

a demand for change in them. The indigenous movement is the ‘conscience of the people’, and that MAS is 

the ‘political instrument’ of the ‘conscience of the people’ (Appendix, pp. 17, 23). While the government did 

not see ‘the people’ in an antagonistic role as Morales did, Morales criticized the political parties for ‘failing 

to allow the whole of the community to exercise political power’ beyond the elections, and by doing so, 

Morales constructed an internal frontier separating ‘the people’ from ‘the elite’ as an external enemy 

(Harten, 2011, pp. 161-162).  

Morales has adopted the katarista idea of a plurinational mosaic of peoples that are essentially different. In 

the antagonism Morales present, it is ‘the people’ as ‘many different peoples’ who are opposing an 

oppressing elite that views them all as the same. In Morales’ understanding of ‘the people’, it is the 

recognition of diversity which constitutes the different peoples as ‘the people’, as an entity. MAS is a political 
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instrument “que busca vivir en paz con justicia social, esa llamada unidad en la diversidad.” (Appendix, p. 22). 

Morales’ goal is clear: “una refundación de Bolivia que reclaman los hermanos indígenas de todo el país, el 

movimiento popular, todos los sectores. Queremos una Asamblea Constituyente de refundación, y no una 

simple reforma constitucional.” (Appendix, p. 26). Social justice through the recognition of the diversity if all 

sectors and peoples in society. In order to view Morales’ discourse as a political practice, we must look at the 

social reality within which it is placed.  

In order to understand recent political sphere in Bolivia and the discourses in play, we have to go back in time 

and look at the Revolution of 1952. The MNR was founded by mainly middle-class intellectuals in opposition 

to the alliance between the traditional landed elite and a mining elite of tin barons that dominated national 

politics and the economy. The party brought together many different interests and a variety of groups whose 

demands went unfulfilled, and sought to establish a class alliance of the oppressed against the ‘anti-national’ 

mining and latifundista oligarchy and to ´recuperar la nación’ (D'Angostino, 2001, pp. 75-76; Harten, 2011, p. 

20) . This can be seen in relation to Latin America’s ‘national-popular’ wave of the 1940s and 1950s, when 

populist movements raised issues of social transformation and economic development in terms of 

relationship between class dynamics and the state (Harten, 2011, p. 18).  

The MNR led a revolution in 1952, in which an uprising of Bolivian peasants and miners demanded political 

and economic democracy. The revolution fundamentally altered how Bolivians saw power relations in their 

country and whom they regarded as able to achieve power and to hold political office, while at the same 

time expressed a clash of ideas about fundamental issues of national identity and constructed a basic 

antagonism between nationalism and colonialism (Harten, 2011, p. 19). The MNR pursued an ambitious 

agenda of economic and political reform, nationalizing the tin mines, wiping out the latifundio system, and 

greatly increasing the number of eligible voters (Keen & Haynes, 2000, p. 559; D'Angostino, 2001, pp. 75-76). 

The nation-building process centered on the idea that the entire population would assimilate into a 

homogenous national culture, but local, regional, ethnic and class identities prevailed over the MNR’s 

bourgeois leadership and a higher-level national identity (Harten, 2011, pp. 21-23).  

After the revolution, the MNR came to include the indigenous peasantry, who had previously been excluded 

from national politics. They were rebaptized campesinos in the official discourse, and the agrarian reform in 

1953 gave them land rights as a means to facilitate their entry into the new Bolivian nation (Harten, 2011, p. 

16). As a result, migration to the rural areas increased and it became necessary for the sindicatos to organize. 

Migrant peasants and miners from the Altiplano used their experience from rural and urban unions there as 

the foundation for the sindicatos in the Tropic (Harten, 2011, p. 50). But the indigenous people had never 

identified themselves with a particular class (Harten, 2011, p. 17). The MNR nationalist model failed to 
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consider this as it, basically, wanted to remove the indigenous part of the population as an obstacle to 

Bolivian development (Harten, 2011, p. 17). Consequently, the rural indigenous part of the population did 

not become a part of the new nation, and the “1952 revolution merely replaced outright discrimination 

against and exclusion of the indigenous and peasant population by more subtle forms.” (Harten, 2011, pp. 

16-17).  

The MNR remained a dominant political force in Bolivia from then on, even during the nation’s long military 

rule and transition to democracy 1964-1982. Economic crisis in the 1980s lead to the abandonment of the 

statist model of development and to the emergence of a multiparty consensus in favor of neoliberalism 

(D'Angostino, 2001, p. 165). By the 1990s, the MNR lacked internal coherence and its core consisted of 

‘neoliberal technocrats and their leftist allies’ (Harten, 2011, p. 97). The now center-oriented MNR and the 

rightwing Acción Democrática Nacionalista (ADN) came to dominate politics. Their neoliberal reforms were 

internationally recognized and included privatization of national resources and decentralization of power to 

the municipal level, but they were deeply unpopular among Bolivians and seen as a means to fragment the 

indigenous-popular vote and to shift the attention of anti-establishment actors to the local level (Harten, 

2011, p. 93).  

In the mid-1980s, the Bolivian government engaged in the War on Drugs with the aid of the USA. The war 

was a failure and had serious consequences: the militarization of vast areas, loss of sovereignty to US forces, 

exertion of great pressure upon social movements, and serious human rights violations (Harten, 2011, p. 32). 

The war mainly meant the eradication of coca production, which was often the only means for poor peasants 

to achieve a degree of economic security, without the offering of any alternative crop (Harten, 2011, p. 25). 

The post-9/11 US security doctrine defined coca producers as drug traffickers and intensified the war (Harten, 

2011, p. 32). 

The demand of coca as an economic issue for peasants whose livelihood depended on it changed to an 

increasingly broader political demand for change, and rural peasants united under a somewhat overarching 

identity as coca producers against a repressive state (Harten, 2011, pp. 66, 71). This identity established an 

imagined community whose adversary was easily recognizable as the coca eradicators, and the sindicatos 

began to present a general political challenge against the repressive state and foreign influence in Bolivia, 

using coca as a symbol of the defense of national sovereignty and natural resources (Harten, 2011, p. 73).  
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Bolivia had previously lost two disastrous wars partly over natural resources and with great and important 

territorial losses as a result28. Interestingly, the Chaco War in the 1930s did create for the first time a sort of 

Bolivian national consciousness, a sense of shared nationhood of ex-combatants and their relatives, who had 

come in contact with others from similar rural-indigenous origins through the war mobilization, as well as a 

shared sense of despair, defeat and humiliation among the population (Harten, 2011, p. 18). The neoliberal 

government, the USA and the War on Drugs and the eradication of coca brought back this sense of shared 

nationalist feeling of defeat towards an outside enemy.    

During the 1990s, the sindicatos organization grew and structured itself under an umbrella organization lead 

by a coordinating committee. With Morales as its leader, the committee tried to ‘coordinate activities and 

promoting unity behind an alternative political project of all those disillusioned with traditional parties.’ 

(Harten, 2011, p. 51). By now, the cocalero social movement has to be seen as a reaction to the War on Drugs. 

It became involved in party politics in the mid-1990s, with Morales as one of the political party’s earliest 

leaders. After being rejected twice by the political establishment, the movement finally entered the political 

arena in 1999 under the cover of an earlier, unsuccessful party, Movimiento Al Socialismo (MAS) (Harten, 

2011, pp. 84-86).  

In the first half of the 2000s, Bolivia suffered several social conflicts, of which the Water War in 2000 and the 

Gas War in 2003 are the most significant. The Water War was a massive social protest over a huge increase 

in the price of water because of privatization policies and against an unresponsive style of governance that 

‘favored clientelism over the interests of the people affected by its decisions’ (Harten, 2011, p. 115). MAS 

was the only political party willing to address the issue, and the Water War helped MAS attempt to establish 

an urban-rural alliance (Harten, 2011, p. 116). It coincided with other social conflicts between 2000 and 2003 

in which there was “a pattern of convergence of many local and particularistic mobilizations towards a 

nationalization of collective actions aimed at macro-level reform of politics.” (Harten, 2011, p. 118). The Gas 

War was a protest against the conditions proposed by the government for exporting natural gas to the USA 

through Chile. As with water, the government saw gas as an economic good to be exploited in order to attract 

foreign capital (Harten, 2011, p. 112). The confrontations between the protestors and the police and the 

military were very violent and bloody. The president accused the protestors of being criminals with links to 

foreign terrorist networks and seeking to cause deaths and to plan a coup against him and the government 

– the sole safeguard of democracy and representing the will of ‘the people’ (Harten, 2011, pp. 121-123; 

                                                           
28 The War of the Pacific (1879-1883) with Chile was fought partly over nitrate-mining interests; Bolivia lost its access 
to the Pacific Ocean in this war. The Chaco War (1932-1935) with Paraguay was fought partly over oil interest and 
access to the sea; Bolivia suffered a crushing defeat and had to accept huge territorial losses.  
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Artaraz, 2012, p. 51).  Morales’ insistence on the resignation of the president achieved consensus, and there 

was a large mobilization of the middle class, who now definitively joined the opposition (Harten, 2011, p. 

122). However, by this time, the international community was also beginning to take an interest in what was 

going on. 10.000 Bolivians were protesting in Buenos Aires, and the European Parliament passed a 

“resolution on the situation in Bolivia which, among other things, pointed to the exclusion of the indigenous 

and peasants from political and economic life.” (Harten, 2011, p. 122). 

The period 2000-2005 saw various social sectors unite despite continuing differences and different demands. 

In order to accommodate local and specific demands, it appeared increasingly necessary to stress their 

universal or national aspect (Harten, 2011, p. 118). On a symbolic level, it became crucial to not allow the 

issue with gas to develop as in the cases of silver and tin, which were being exploited for the benefit of foreign 

actors and a very small national elite. Moreover, the loss of natural resources and the gas-pipeline project 

trough Chile brought memories of Bolivia’s defeat in the disastrous Chaco War and War of the Pacific with 

Paraguay and Chile, respectively (Harten, 2011, p. 124). As a result, natural resources and sovereignty 

became the most potent discursive construction since the revolutionary nationalism of the 1950’s (Harten, 

2011, p. 126). The combination of these further emphasized a nationalist popular feeling, though it essentially 

remained the same antagonistic perception of nationalism versus colonialism that the MNR had created.  

Between 1999 and 2005, MAS underwent a clear transformation from social movement to political party, 

and its performance in the elections was every time better than the past one29, though it continued having 

difficulties establishing durable alliances with the urban middle class in the main cities (Artaraz, 2012, p. 51; 

Harten, 2011, p. 88). Not until the Gas War did the urban middle class definitively join the opposition. This 

period is arguably also when MAS opened up to other sectors of society and when the cocalero identity 

became too particularistic in cover the popular feeling that was emerging across sectors in society.  

MAS won the 2005 national elections with a 53,7% of the votes majority of the national vote, and Morales 

became the first indigenous president of Bolivia (Harten, 2011, p. 88). The MNR won only 5,9% of the vote 

(Webber, 2011, p. 54).  

Bolivian society at the time of the discursive event we analyze is characterized by a hegemonic power 

exercised by the elite, which is influenced to some extent by foreign interests and political thought (USA and 

neoliberalism). Against this, the indigenous movement stand in an antagonistic opposition. This opposition 

largely came about as a result of the War on Drugs and expanded during the social conflicts. MAS and Morales 

                                                           
29 In the 1999 municipal elections, MAS won 3,3% of the national vote. In the 2002 general elections 20,9%, and in the 
2004 municipal elections 28,6% (Harten, 2011, pp. 86-88).  
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successfully managed to take advantage of the situation and shift power relations in their favor. For example 

during the Water War when MAS took advantage of an emerging urban-rural alliance and emphasized a 

national need for change, and during the Gas War when Morales’ insistence on the resignation of the 

president achieved a consensus that solidified the opposition and Morales’ position as a leader.  

The political sphere in Bolivia is characterized by a political order of discourse of neoliberal political thought, 

war on drugs, and exclusion of the indigenous-rural population. Dominant ideologies in play in society that 

affect discourse include neoliberalism, anti-drug trafficking, elitism, exclusion of indigenous people, 

sovereignty, and nationalism. We have seen in our analysis how Morales challenges the hegemony of the 

elite by, for example, emphasizing indigenous thought in relation to doing politics. However, Morales is still 

operating within the same antagonistic framework of nationalism versus colonialism established by the MNR, 

and his goal is to recuperar/refundar la nación, which is how the MNR articulated its aim.  

We can observe development in the order of discourse during the social conflicts. Fairclough writes that 

boundaries between elements in the order of discourse may be lines of tension (like, for example, between 

indigenous opposition and neoliberalism, war on drugs) and new elements may be constituted through the 

redrawing of boundaries between old elements (Fairclough, 1992, p. 68; 70). For example, especially during 

the Gas War, national sovereignty and natural resources powerful discursive constructions contested by both 

the protestors and the government. The government’s view of it representing the will of ‘the people’ did not 

achieve hegemonic status.  

From 2000 to 2005, a large popular movement united previously isolated groups and established alliances 

between urban and rural actors in a “shared sense of being ‘the people’ as a collective victim of neoliberal 

economics and unresponsive institutions” (Harten, 2011, p. 107). “Although the protests were often 

spontaneous responses to specific policies and not centrally orchestrated, they formed in their heterogeneity 

a collective body that generated a rare degree of popular power.” (Harten, 2011, p. 107). President Sánchez 

de Lozada’s claim that he and the government represented ‘the people’ during the brutal repression in the 

Gas War failed as ‘the people’ mobilized as a power. But we have seen in our analysis that Morales is not 

clear in his understanding of who the ‘the people’ are. Perhaps because of the diversity in his understanding 

of who ‘the people’ are.   

A recurring thing in Morales’ discourse is the antagonistic relationship between ‘the people’ and the elite. 

From a particularistic cocalero identity opposing the War on Drugs and the alliance between the USA and the 

Bolivian government, he went on to create a broader understanding of the people, which still favored 

indigenous people but seeks to include other sectors of society, particularly the middle class. However, it is 
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difficult to really separate Morales’ and MAS’ progress from the social conflicts. The indigenous movement 

did not succeed in significantly shifting power relations in all of society (by including parts of the middle class) 

until there had already began to emerge a popular feeling among the population and the hegemony of the 

elite and the power of the government were yielding. Harten writes that the principal reason for Morales 

ascent to head those dissatisfied with the status quo was not his role in the social conflicts, but rather “it was 

the role his discourse played in enabling splintered social movements to converge behind a common demand. 

This facilitated the emergence of a new popular identity as exploited pueblos originarios (Harten, 2011, p. 

164). 

Nevertheless, Morales has contributed significantly to creating a popular identity of pueblos originarios as 

part of a hegemonic struggle, and the political sphere in Bolivia has been changed as a result of how he 

challenged ideological structures such as neoliberalism and exclusion of the indigenous people and opened 

up for the possibility of participation for a social group that was hitherto excluded.  

 

Perón  

We view Perón’s discourse as a social practice, focusing mainly on the ideologies and power 

relations that encompassed Argentine society at the time of the communicative event - and thus contributed 

to influence this instant of discourse. We showed earlier in the analysis that Perón mixed elements of orders 

of discourse belonging most notably to the domains of labor, religion, left-wing radicalism and nationalism 

respectively.  We furthermore indicated that Perón in this speech attempted to delimit the scope of the 

conflict and make it easier for common people to grasp it, by presenting it as a battle between social justice 

and social injustice. The political philosophy which stressed the need for social justice would be known as 

justicialismo (Burdick, 1995, p. 48). Whereas traditional political discourse most often distinguished between 

the economic paths based on either communism or liberal capitalism, justicialismo was characterized by the 

notion of the “Third way”, one that stood between liberal capitalism and communism, and according to Perón 

“the embodiment of Catholic social teaching” (Burdick, 1995, p. 48).  In order for us to really grasp the social 

reality surrounding this discourse of authentic vs. false democracies, different notions of liberty, and social 

justice, and consequently provide the means of investigating discourse as a form of social practice, it is 

necessary to examine in depth the ideologies that encompassed Argentine society during the time of our 

chosen communicative event.  
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From the 1860’s onwards, the dominant paradigm of Argentine political and economic life had been liberal 

democracy which in the case of Argentina can be described as a consensus among elites which stressed 

economic growth with a system of formal democracy and an export-oriented model which generated wealth 

through international trade and the principles of nineteenth century liberalism. (Plotkin M. B., 2002, p. 3).  

 

This consensus remained unchallenged even by such political parties as the Socialist Party until the 1910’s, 

when the consequences of mass immigration and the problems related to the social, political and economic 

exclusion of these masses forced the elites to reconsider this model. If the legitimacy of the system was not 

going to break down, it would be possible to keep excluding the masses from political participation, so the 

implementation of mandatory universal suffrage for all males over eighteen years of age should be viewed 

against this background (Plotkin M. B., 2002, p. 4). Even if the Radicals had become the party of the masses, 

and the state had taken an expanded role in political and social issues during the late 1910’s and 1920s, the 

principles of liberalism remained unchallenged. But, even though the incorporation of the masses into the 

political system represented a broadening of the application of liberalism’s principles, it also resulted in 

members of the dominant groups starting to question the validity of liberal democracy as they felt it had 

become a threat from below (Plotkin M. B., 2002, p. 5). 

 

Several nationalist right-wing groups started springing up fighting for the constitution of authoritarian control 

over the masses and over the threat of communism that had emerged after the Soviet Revolution of 1917 

(Plotkin, 2002, pp. 6-7). These groups were essentially anti-liberal, anti-communist and distrustful of 

democracy and their thoughts became very dominant in the army and thus influenced Perón as well. They 

would challenge conventional interpretations of national history as presented by liberalism and in general, 

the presentation of the national past in particular ways became an important instrument to legitimize 

different groups’ political aspirations. In addition to this right-wing nationalism, what has termed “a populist 

tendency within nationalism” emerged in the 1930’s, one which made constant appeals to ‘the people’ and 

opposed the oligarchy and its imperialism (Plotkin M. B., 2002, pp. 7-9).  

 

Alongside these developments, the economic crisis in the 1930s as well contributed to the ending of 

liberalism as the dominant consensus. The state started taking an active role in the regulation of market 

forces, while at the same time the presence of the working masses as an economic actor could no longer be 

ignored (Plotkin, 2002, p. 11). The provision of social welfare was now seen as a means to control the working 

class and to avoid rebellions, and many political groups agreed that some sort of a corporative system should 

be implemented. The topic of social justice, hence, became an integral part of the order of political discourse 
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in the 1930’s, and Perón himself often raised his concern with the danger of unorganized masses. There was, 

thus, a dominating view that the working class should be controlled top-down in order to prevent a revolution 

bottom-up, so it can be argued that Peronism in that sense was a demobilizing, passive occurrence for 

workers (James, 1988, p. 34). In any case, we believe the ending of liberalism as the hegemonic economic 

paradigm constitutes the major social change which encompasses Perón’s discourse. 

 

Simultaneously, the traditional tension in Argentina between the Catholic Church and the liberal state, who 

in the late nineteenth century had passed laws such as civil marriage that established some sort of separation 

between state and church, softened with the move away from liberalism, so the relationship between the 

political institutions and the church got stronger throughout the 1930’s and 1940’s, a development also 

reinforced by an awakening of popular religiosity (Plotkin, 2002, pp. 14-15). 

 

In general, though, nationalism and the breakdown of the liberal consensus contributed to generate an 

increasingly polarized society, divided among elites in particular. International events like The Spanish Civil 

War and World War II further divided Argentina, and certain leftist ideological tendencies that could coexist 

alongside hegemonic ideologies earlier, as has remarked: “(…)”civilized coexistence” would become 

unthinkable by the end of the thirties”, as they increasingly began to be seen as dangerous (Plotkin M. B., 

2002, p. 16).  

 

Ideologically, the military lodge which brought down the conservative regime with the coup in 1943 can be 

characterized as pro-Catholic, anticommunist, nationalist and anti-Semitic. They saw it as their duty to put 

up a fight against public corruption, the lack of morale within the judicial branch and the lack of religion in 

the public educational institutions. (Plotkin, 2002, p. 19) 

 

The ideas supported by this government and by Perón were mostly part of the climate of ideas of the time: 

the need to implement some sort of a corporative system and the role the state should have among other 

things as an arbitrator of social conflicts between capital and labor, the need to protect the national industry 

in order to achieve economic independence, as well as the emphasis on maintaining strong ties to the 

Catholic Church which had been gaining power increasingly during the past decades, as it would serve to 

legitimize his discourse. (Plotkin, 2002, p. 20).  

 

Perón believed that “spiritual unity” was a necessary condition in order to obtain his vision of society. To 

avoid dissent, one unifying thought - that of the leader –would need to dominate society. The state had to 
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establish a doctrine that would obtain the status of a collective sense of feeling and fix the objectives of the 

nation. (McLynn, 1983, p. 1). Through this doctrine, Perón wanted to establish a new kind of state, one that 

would be neither liberal nor communist. This entailed different measures. First of all, the provision of political 

participation for the masses, so that class conflicts and individualism among the masses could be avoided; 

secondly, the replacement of the traditional internationalist oligarchy with a nationalist elite; and thirdly, the 

unification of demands of the military and trade unions to prevent the revolution of the masses by 

implementing one from above. (McLynn, 1983, p. 1). 

 

Perón ideas, furthermore, had been influenced by his military career, in particular his travels throughout the 

country where he had realized the effects of poverty in the interior provinces, and by his trip to Europe 

between 1939 and 1941 (Plotkin, 2002, p. 20). He learnt in particular from the Fascism of Italy the importance 

of controlling the masses to which he attributed quite a passive role: the mass does not generate action, the 

rulers who lead it does, and the masses must go where their leader takes them. Controlling the mobilization 

of the masses for Perón had the dual effect that it served both to create the image of a common man in 

contact with his people and it could be used as a threat against the oligarchy that obviously feared the 

flooding of masses into the streets. (Plotkin, 2002, p. 21). 

 

The role of the workers within Peronism, though, has been a contested topic and has produced various 

diverging interpretations. Questions remain concerning the reasons why the working class so deeply 

identified with this movement. In the 1960’s, scholars tended to emphasize the existence of different working 

classes – the old, self-conscious working class and the working class made up of rural migrants recently 

arrived and recently incorporated into industrial and urban life. The latter working class was characterized 

by irrationalism, and the masses were presented as simply manipulated by Perón. (Buchrucker, 1998, p. 18). 

Later, this perception of Peronism changed, and even antiperonists like the sociologist Gino Germani pointed 

out that the choice of popular classes to follow Perón wasn’t irrational, but rather a result of their class 

consciousness and rational assessment of who would best represent their interests (Buchrucker, 1998, p. 19). 

In the 1980’s and 1990’s, structuralist accounts often depicted Perón as a results of the fluid conjuncture of 

Argentina at the time of his rise to power, but political theorist Ernest Laclau was among those who rejected 

these earlier approaches, focusing instead upon Peron’s discourse and in particular on the articulation of 

cultural “raw materials”, the drawing on and rearticulation of discursive elements which made up an 

“antagonistic option” against the oligarchy (Karush & Chamosa, 2012, pp. 5-6). This approach prompted a 

“linguistic turn” toward an increasing focus on discourse. Daniel James’ now legendary first chapter of the 

book “Resistance and Integration” from 1988, which this study also is influenced by, examined what Peronism 
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signified for workers at this early stage by means of a focus on “conditions of reception”, rather than on 

“conditions of production”, that is by means of a recipient analysis of among other things a wide range of 

personal testimonies. Today, hence, very few political scholars would deny the significance of discourse as a 

constituting aspect of identities and social relations (Karush & Chamosa, 2012, pp. 6-7).  

In order to create a durable political regime, Perón, from the moment he entered the political scene in 1943, 

attempted to gain the support of all sectors of society. By redefining the relation between unions and the 

state, he had gained the loyalty of organized labor that had finally found a government receptive to their 

demands.  

 

Furthermore, he had won the backing of a Catholic Church that had become increasingly dominating within 

the state in previous decades and with the military lodge and Perón felt more valued by the national 

government than ever before during the twentieth century. The military as well supported Perón and shared 

his views on the communist threat.  

 

In spite of his official discourse of anti-oligarchy documented earlier in this analysis,, Perón needed the 

backing of the dominant sectors as well, and he had tried to win support from conservative elites as well as 

from the industrial sector by reviving fear of the incontrollable social revolution only he would be able to 

control. He repeatedly attempted to convince conservatives and industrialists to “give something so as not 

to lose everything”. (Plotkin, 2002, p. 25).  

 

These propriety groups, though, even if they generally agreed that the living and working conditions of 

workers should be improved as a barrier against social disorder, were deeply concerned that the policies 

Perón had been carrying through in the Secretariat of Labor and Social Welfare went far beyond what they 

could accept and would work to increase the lack of discipline they felt characterized the working class. 

Rather than pacifying workers, they argued, Perón had caused further mobilization of labor, so he never 

succeeded in gaining the acceptance of conservatives and from the industrialists. (Plotkin, 2002, p. 26).  

 

Instead, political groups that had traditionally been separated now unified against Perón and the military. 

They would use the ideology of liberalism, which had reemerged after the Allied triumph in the World War 

II, as a unifying basis against Perón, even those who came from ideological positions that contrasted with 

liberalism. From conservative liberalists to reformist student sectors and communists, they all mobilized 

against Perón and the military regime which they characterized as demagogic and fascist (Plotkin, 2002, p. 

27). Perón’s supporters, instead, would attempt to benefit from being able to link liberal democracy with 
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anti-Peronism. Liberal democracy based on the constitution, Peronists claimed, was a lie on its own and 

would only work if it was accompanied by a profound reconstruction of the economy. Perón’s discourse, 

thus, denied the traditional interpretation of democracy as one that separated state and politics from civil 

society. As James has noted, Perón extended the notion of democracy: “to include participation in the social 

and economic life of the nation” (James, 1988, p. 16). As our analysis has indicated, Perón’s discourse insisted 

that in order to have a true democracy, it required the full participation (as opposed to the exclusion which, 

as we have mentioned, was the rule in Argentina during the 1930’s and early 1940’s ) of the lower classes in 

public life. 

 

As Perón innovatively extends the concepts of democracy and liberty so that they come to represent a 

political system of “social justice”, a system which includes reforms and social rights, we argue that this 

constitutes discursive change.  

 

This discursive change can be said both to be a consequence of broader social changes, concerning among 

other things the increasing visibility of the working class as a result of the policies of import substitution 

industrialization, and constitutive of social change, as the discursive empowerment of the working class led 

to the incorporation into the democratic system of formerly excluded groups and so affected both relational 

and ideational aspects of Argentine society. 

 

The ideational and relational consequences for the working class were noteworthy. As James has convincingly 

argued, in line with this study’s results as well as its claim that discourse is partially constitutive, party 

constituted, concerning the relation between Peronism and the working class: 

 

“Peronism marked a critical conjuncture in the emergence and formation of the modern 

Argentine working class. Its existence and sense of identity as a coherent national force, both 

socially and politically, can be traced to the Perón era […] Perón’s support among workers was 

not solely based on their class experience within factories. It was also a political allegiance 

generated by a particular form of political mobilisation and discourse. […] The working class did 

not come to Peronism already fully formed and simply adopt Peronism and its rhetoric as the 

most conveniently available vehicle to satisfy its material needs. In an important sense the 

working class was constituted by Perón: its self-identification as a social and political force within 

national society was, in part at least, constructed by Peronist political discourse which offered 
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workers viable solutions for their problems and a credible vision of Argentine society and their 

role within it.” (James, 1988, pp. 37-38) 

 

Conclusion   

In the first part of our analysis, we looked at interdiscursivity within the discursive practices. 

In the case of Perón, we observed that throughout his speech, Perón mixed conventional political discourse 

types with discourses that derive most notably from the domains of labor, left-wing revolutionism, 

Catholicism and nationalism. This indicates that Perón’s speech contains a high degree of interdiscursivity. It 

can be discussed whether the different discourse types constitute something innovative per se. But, by using  

most significantly the domain of labor, Perón contributed to establishing a new identity, a feeling among the 

Argentine working class of being part of society. We therefore argued that his use of discourse types from 

the domain of labor can be characterized as innovative , at least to some extent, whereas the biblical and 

nationalist discourses perhaps are more conventional by nature. Nevertheless, these contribute to Perón 

emphasizing the relation between the state and the Catholic church as well as, in the case of the nationalist 

and left-wing revolutionism discourse types, constituting an image of his supporters as victims and his 

opponents as oppressors and vendepatrias.  

In the case of Morales, we observed that he used discourse types from a left-wing revolutionary discourse to 

create an image of ‘the nation’ being sold at the expense of ‘the people’ and to the benefit of ‘the elite’. 

Morales drew upon this discourse in a populist manner to create an identity of ‘the people’ against a 

colonialist, neoliberal state and economic model. Morales furthermore used the idea of colonialism and 

colonialist discourse types to create an identity of the oppressed. Morales was attributing this identity to the 

listener by placing him/her in his 500-year struggle, which is timeless and spaceless (as seen by the 

comparisons of Bolivia to South Africa and of Morales to Túpac Katari). By doing so, he established a relation 

of difference between the listener and ‘the colonial state’, seeking to dichotomize society. However, it was 

not clearly defined who the colonial state was and who constituted it. 

More interestingly, Morales was emphasizing indigenous identity over a “Western(ized)”, or at least non-

indigenous, identity, by using discourse types belonging to an indigenista discourse and to an indigenous 

domain. At the same time, he included all Bolivians in his political view. This exclusion and inclusion at the 

same time was further emphasized by his use of juxtapositions as a means to both emphasize the indigenous 

aspect of his movement and to distance it from his opponents. Even though he was talking about a broad 

political alliance emphasizing ethnicity and shared history, he was vague as to who exactly his opponents 
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were. In our analysis, we found Morales to draw mainly upon established discourses. However, while the 

indigenous discourse was not new in Bolivia, we claim that his use of indigenous discourse types within the 

political order of discourse is, in fact, an example of innovative language use.  

In both cases, we observed a relatively high degree of interdiscursivity. Whereas Perón clearly emphasized 

the construction of workers’ identities through the use of labor discourse types, Morales focused on a 

historical indigenous identity by using indigenous discourse types. In both cases, we saw use of left-wing 

revolutionary discourse types as a means to create an antagonism between ‘the people’ and ‘the elite’.  

In the second part of our analysis, we saw how Perón used meaning attributed to some 

selected keywords from the text, ‘democracia’ and ‘libertad’, mainly to expose the hypocrisy of his 

adversaries who during the election campaign had been advocating liberal democracy while attempting to 

make Perón appear as a demagogic, authoritarian anti-democrat. Perón, however, insisted that democracy 

couldn’t be ‘authentic’ if it failed to acknowledge the social reality which the poorer classes were living in, 

and aimed at improving their conditions by incorporating them into the political system. The expression 

‘libertad’ was applied by Perón mainly to point out that the popular classes were being and had been held 

captive by oligarchic, capitalist enemies, especially during the Década Infame. We then went on to studying 

how Perón utilized agentless, passive-like clauses to give the impression that anonymous, dark forces were 

subjecting the working class to destructive procedures. Finally, we showed that Perón used most notably the 

inclusive ‘nosotros’ to constitute identies, call for unity, and make himself appear as an authority capable of 

speaking for others. 

In the case of Morales, we saw how he used the word ‘revolución’ instead of ‘recuperar’ to refer to the 

change he is proposing, arguably to reach out to other sectors of society. His use of Álvaro García Linera’s 

name, voice and words emphasized the sincerity and truth in his words. Morales was ambiguous when 

reaching out to other sectors of Bolivian society, and clearly emphasized the indigenous people and the 

indigenous way of doing politics over that of traditional political parties. 

Morales used agentless constructions to effectively emphasize an antagonistic relationship between ‘the 

people’ and its oppressor, while emphasizing the idea of a 500-year long struggle. In general, Morales was 

vague as to who the oppressors were, but did mention them specifically a few times.  

His use of ‘we’ was ambiguous, sometimes referring to the indigenous people and other times to Bolivians 

and Bolivia as a nation. The ‘we’ in a Bolivian nationalist sense became especially evident when Morales was 

talking about natural resources.  
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In both cases, there was a high frequency of agentless passive and passive-like constructions. These were 

primarily used to emphasize the people’ and the processes to which it was subjected by an unknown agent. 

This further contributes to emphasize an antagonism between ‘the people’ and its oppressor.  

In the last part of analysis, we looked at discourse as a social practice. In the case of Argentina, 

the established order of political discourse was dominated by certain ideological positions which constituted 

the boundaries of this order. The breakdown of liberal democracy as the dominant consensus within political 

life was the occurrence we argue constituted the major social change which worked dialectically in relation 

to Perón’s discourse. A dialectic which, as we have demonstrated, is clearly visible in our chosen text where 

Perón seems eager to present his alternative to the old paradigm, to define his version of “democracy”, or at 

least display the hypocrisy related to his opponents’ claim for “libertad” and “democracia”. Furthermore, 

different political sectors, including groups of elites, would start considering corporatism as a viable 

alternative to liberal democracy. Social welfare should be used to control the increasingly organized masses, 

and the state should have an expanded role as an arbitrator between conflicting interests. At the same time, 

nationalist and populist rhetorics started to spread in society mostly as a response to the ideology of 

communism, which had emerged as a consequence of international affairs. 

Perón’s ideas and ideologies, thus, can be said to have belonged to the climate of ideas circulating in society 

at the time, but in an increasingly polarized atmosphere, he rearticulated several discursive elements such 

as the representation of criollos within the nation, challenging the historical depiction of Argentina as a white 

nation. More importantly, he challenged the notion of democracy from the conventional understanding of a 

ceremonial democracy which only considered participation in formal political rights to one which extended 

the concept so it came to include participation in social and economic matters. 

In the case of Bolivia, an antagonistic relation between the elite and ‘the people’ characterized society. We 

have seen how Morales several times successfully managed to take advantage of the situation and shift 

power relations in their favor. Ideologically, Morales also challenged the hegemony of the elite by, for 

example, emphasizing indigenous thought in relation to doing politics.  

An important thing in Morales’ discourse is the antagonistic relationship between ‘the people’ and the elite. 

From a particularistic cocalero identity, he went on to create a broader understanding of the people, which 

still favored indigenous people but sought to include other sectors of society. The popular identity of pueblos 

originarios emphasizes indigenista ideology and challenges the power relations in the political arena, but we 

have seen in our analysis that Morales is not clear in his understanding of who the ‘the people’ are.   
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Morales’ construction of ‘the people’ took place largely through processes of mobilization where the people 

more or less spontaneously ‘arose and entered the political stage as a political actor. He took part in a 

hegemonic struggle in Bolivia of which he was not the principal actor and in which a popular nationalist 

sentiment of being ‘the people’ was already taking form. Furthermore, his construction an internal frontier 

between ‘the people’ and ‘the elite’ as an external enemy took place within the same antagonistic perception 

of nationalism versus colonialism that the MNR had created. However, by constructed an internal frontier 

separating ‘the people’ from ‘the elite’ as an external enemy, Morales contributed to shifting the power 

relations in society and challenged the hegemonic power of the elite.  

In conclusion, there are considerable differences concerning the contextual settings between 

the two cases. Argentina in the 1940s was characterized by the influx of migrants from poorer, interior 

regions. These migrants constituted the opportunity for Perón to gain momentum and win political influence 

by incorporating the masses into the established political system. In Bolivia, the growing awareness of ‘the 

people’ as it mobilized during the abovementioned social conflicts likewise constituted an opportunity for 

Morales to expand the scope of the indigenous movement and seek to include more sectors of society in the 

hegemonic struggle against the elite. Both Perón and Morales thus succeeded in establishing relations with 

masses of people that had previously felt marginalized.   

Regarding our emphasis on discourse in social change, we argue that significant paradigm shifts took place 

in both cases, and influenced their respective discourses. In Argentina, the principles of liberal democracy 

had remained unchallenged until the 1930s, when dominant groups started questioning the validity of this 

paradigm. This resulted in the breakdown of the paradigm’s dominance, which was what constituted the 

major social change we have observed through our analysis. Perón took advantage of the fact that the 

alliance which made up the opposition would emphasize the old paradigm during the election campaign, as 

it provided him with the opportunity of reminding the voters of the infamous Década Infame which for the 

masses symbolized an unjust democracy, and instead create the anticipation of a more fair political system 

based on social justice. In Bolivia, a neoliberal paradigm and the hegemony of the elite went unchallenged 

till the turn of the century, when a popular nationalist sentiment of ‘the people’ emerged in opposition to 

the elite among the population. This was the major social change in Bolivia that we observed in our analysis. 

Morales and the indigenous movement successfully managed to expand their idea of ‘the people’ in a way 

that captivated many people across different social sectors. However, as we saw in our analysis, Morales 

success is largely due to him taking advantage of changes in social relations in society that were already taking 

place. Nonetheless, he did contribute significantly to creating a popular identity as part of a hegemonic 
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struggle, and the political sphere in Bolivia has been changed as a result of how he challenged ideological 

structures and opened up for the possibility of participation for a social group that was hitherto excluded. 
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